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in those fundamental principles son of yields and the utilization of the
which underlie farm life and agricul products.
tural success.
^n the Secondary Schools.
Within a few years, a movement of
- “In the non-technical secondary
Training of Teachers
great importance has been started for
The demand for teachers of agricul schools where agriculture is taught,
the teaching of agriculture in our
On the afternoon of December 1st public schools. That such a move ture is far beyond the available teacher-i will be called upon to give
The supply of trained more advanced instruction in agricul
St George dedicated a new hall with ment has begun is not so strange as supply
which will involve some know
very impressive ceremonies. State that it had not been started years ago. teachers comes nowhere near filling ture,
ledge of the principles^ of botany,
the
demand.
The
agricultural
col

That
an
agricultural
people
should
Master Stetson was present and con have neglected through all the past leges and normal school are provid chemistry and physics. Agriculture
ducted the ceremonies.
years to have instruction given in ing coarsen for the training of teach will include some study of the physi
The hall is one of which the com public schools in that branch of ers to meet this demand. Four year ology < f cultivated plants the influ
of heredity and environment
munity, as well as the Grange may knowledge that would be most helpful courses for teachers are offered by the ences
upou them, soilB and others physical
agricultural
colleges
in
Arkansas,
to
them
in
their
life
work,
is
most
well feel proud and by the courtesy of surprising. The lawyer is educated in Illinois. Maine. Mississippi, Missouri and biological agencies in their rela
the Courier Gazette we are enabled the things which are thought will Rhode Island. T^xas, South Carolina tions io crops production, bree^g of
to give our readers a good illustration best, fit him for practicing his profes- and Virginia. Sixty-four of the one HnimalR^he principles of feeding, the
care and handling of milk and its
of same. Situated in the central part
, products,.diseases of insect pests and
of the community on an elevation
how to combat them, farm machin
that overlooks the Georges River its
ery? farm records, and other like
location is all that could be desired
t pics. The laboratory exert ises and
For several years the Granee has
field work will deal more with under- .
felt the need of a larger hall than
lying principles than it is possible to
the one they occupied, which was a
do in the elementary School, and
rented building but only about a year
moie attention will be paid to giving
ago was nny definite plans made for
the students problems to work out in
the er ction of a building of their
the ^orchards, fields and batns at
own. Now they are congratulating
Jrome: as a rule one teacher of agri
themselves on its completion in so
culture will have to do all this work.
short a time at the reasonable cost of
Technical Agricultural High Schools.
about $2100.
“In the technical agricultural high
Capt. E A. Watts, C. C Robinson.
schools the instruction in agriculture
Charles Kalloch, James Gilchrest,
will be more comprehensive and
G. Edgar Wilson and Walter Stack
there will be the further advantage of
pole were the building committee and
a g< od equipment in laboratories,
o’i them has fallen the burden that
fields and barns, and a corps of agri
usually attends such positions yet
cultural teachers, each a specialist in
they have done their work faithfully
some phase* <4 the subject. In these
and well.
intitutions tb^re will be opportunity
Austin Davis of St. George was
to teach .not only the principles of the
contractor and builder and Edwin
jsctence of agriculture, bflt.also much
Butler of Thomaston was boss work
man.
*of its practice. Then the students
willx ‘have opportunity under expert
The hall is a neat and commodious
guidance to acquire some skill in
building as may be seen by the
judging and1 feeding •livestock, in op
picture. 85x50 feet in size. The upper
erating the dairy and the creamery, in
room, which is for the Grange meet
handling improved farm machinery,
ings, is fitted up with necessary
and in the other ,Work of a * modern,
anterooms and has a large stage for
entertainment purposes and is attrac
well-equipped fyrm •”
When we get around to grve all the
tively finished in North Carolina sion the merchant is trained in that hundred and eighty-two state normal
pine. The lower room contains a which will help him in conducting schools in the United States are now children an elementary training in
large banquet hall, most convenient his business, ana why should not the
agriculture as outlined above, snpple;
teaching agriculture. The three mented with the college coifrse for
kitchen, coat room, hall way, etc. farmer
boy
and
the
farmer
girl
re

normal
schools
in
Maine
are
among
The basement is to be fitted later for ceive instruction which will enable this number which are teaching agri those who are ambitious to go
the stabling of horses.
there will be laid the founda
them to better understand and more culture. The instruction in 13 of further,
Many favorable comments have skillfully
tion for progressive farming and sur
cconduct
this
work
of
man

these
normal
schools
is
confined
to
been heard about the general ap
results in what these1 old
text books, in thirty five the text prising farms
pearance of the building and some aging the farm.
can be made to do will
books is supplemented by laboratorv Maine
Extent of. the Movement
surprise Fxpre.-sod that so small a
be attained What the land in Maine
exercises,
school
gard
n
•
work
(
r
community could erect such a build
can
do
is
far
away
and beyond what
As a subject of study in the public
ing, but th* peonle here have a schools agriculture is required by law other practical work. It is surprising it ever has been made to do in the
encouraging that so much pro past When our State comes to have
faculty of carrying through every in eleven states, namely Alabama, and
has been made in the few years farmers who have been instructed in
thing thev undertake and have no Georgia,Louisiana, Mississippi, North gress
fear but that this enterprise will be a Carolina, Oregon, South Carolina, that the subject has been agitated and the fundamental principles of the
success and the debt made necessary South Dakota Tennessee, Texas and that so many institutions are plan science of agriculture,then will farm
ning to develop training courses for ing be in line to come into its own
soon cancelled.
Wisconsin. It is definitely outlined teachers
in the course of ftudy for public future. of agriculture in the near and make the State of Maine one of
the most productive as weli a^ most
schools published by state depart
We heard hut little said about pota ments of educHtiou in twenty states. What Will Be Required of Teachers attractive stabs in the Union
Knowledge is power in farming as
toes while attending the dairy meet It is encouraged by state school
ing at Dexter 1 <sr week. Yet we authorities, state agricultural col Teachers in the rural elementary well as in every other pursuit and
learned that 169 carloads of spuds had leges, or other state agencies in twen schools will be expected to direct that is what the farm interests
been shlpp°d from th t station up to ty-three other states.
including nature-study work of the first six or need. —H. Reynolds, M D. in Lewis
the first of the present month; and Maine. Forty-three states are making seven years, including school and ton Journal.
that the year s output t om there is some sort of effort to tQach their home gardens, and to teach elemen
estimated "to be at least. 3u0 car loads. youth the principles underlying our tary agriculture during one or two
We can with safety go along pro
Tnus far Dext r has a lap of a few produetve industry. Some of those years. This should include the mas ducing as much and as good farm
carload on Cnrinn <. which las week states, it is true, are doing but little tery of an elementary text book on produce as ever. The babies and the
reported 162 car lo ’ds to date. So far as yet, but the mere fact that the agriculture, simple laboratorv exer fpreigners that come along every year
as we are able to observe the great movement is so wide spread and that cises with soil and plants, and some will keep prices steady.
increase in the production of potatoes it is engaging the thought of so many practice in identifying types of farm
in Central Maine is nm having the educators is very eno mraging No animals and in caring for those ani Some men say they love farming
effect of diminishing the acreage in previous educational movement has mals at home, and home garden and for the beauty of nature and the smell
other crops, or »h» In ere4 m other taken such a hold upon the people and field crop work involving some con of the soil, but I notice that a fat
lines of farming, hut rather the re none is more deeply significant of a sideration of the selection and testing bank account does not lessen thei(
verse.
growing demand for rural instruction of seed methods of culture, oompnri- enjoyment to any marked degree. »
.•
•

PATRONS OF ST. GEORGE HAVE
JUST DEDICATED NEW
H XLL.

TEACHING AGRICULTURE.

2
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TURF, FARM AND HOME

many men plowing, planting and
cultivating, weeding, *; hoeing and
PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY spraying, not to say. digging, picking
up, sorting and harvesting from
'BY THE
early in the spring until almost plant
TURF PUBLISHING COMPANY.
ing time again. Not much. Not that
Haines* Block, Over Post Office.
it is not profitable, but it is too much
WATERVILLE, MAINE.
like a continuous performance to suit
E. P. MAYO, Manager.
me. I want even a good thing to
—
................. ■ ■..................... - —.............. . . _
come to an end. ”

TERMS:—$1.50 per year in advance, $2.00 if
not paid strictly in advance.
Entered at the Waterville Post Office as
second class matter.__________
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EDITORIAL. CHIT CHAT.
While on a recent visit in Aroostook
we met a New York gentleman who
had been on a tour of observation.
He owned a farm of good proportions,
on which "he had tried all kinds of
farming and live stock- husbandry,
only to be disgusted with them all,
as they had one and all proved such
lamentable failures. He went into
Aroostook to make a personal inves
tigation of the potato busiuess. He
had been very hospitably entertained
on a large farm where nearly 4,000
barrels, or about 10,000 bushels of
prime tubefs had been .harvested.
The farmer hid kept very strict ac
count of the cost of the crop for not
only th18 year, but for a dozen years
past, hence he could give accurate
figures as to the cost of raising them,
and the profit that a man had reason
to expect The visitor had the benefit
of all these records.

1

______

Here is the calm deliberate judg
ment of one who has’ viewed the
potato business under the most favor
able circumstances but who while
still swearing by Aroostook is ready
to swear at the potato busine*s on the
ground of the endless toil and
drudgery that the business entails.
Surely there are two sides to every
proposition and here is the other side
of the potato business as compared to
other branches of agriculture. It will
be observed that there is no question
as to the profit that is claimed for the
business, but the question arises
whether or not there is not such a
t dng as too much of even a very good
thing. If there are those who do not
agree with our friend from New York
we should be more than pleased to
give such a one the benefit of our
columns to exploit then ideas, with
out money and without price.

her labors ’of love and sympathy.
Some one ’has guessed that she has
lost her property and cannot continue
her.' labors as of yore And it may be
the case that she has lost her marvel
ous beauty, and does not care to be
seen even by the poor and unfortunate
who knew her in her regal estate.
Whatever the reason for her retire
ment she is siucerely missed by a
wide circle of people who enjoyed her
ministration as much as Maine’s most
cultured musical circles were wont to
dwell upon her every note as they fell
from her faultless throat.
ORIGIN OF THE HOLMES NOTES

Mission
C '
03© corpuscles In your blood
tnat have been called u Little
Soldiers,” Is to fight for you
against the disease germs that
constantly endanger your health.
These corpuscles are made
healthy and strong by the use of
Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

This medicine is a combination of
more than 20 different remedial agents
in proportions and by a process known
only to ourselves and it has for thirty
years been constantly proving its worth.
No substitute, none “just-as-good.”

The New York Sun publishes the
follbAing communication
Perhapsj Igrange and is bending his energies to
some of our readers can tell more its
1 prosperity. We have received and
about it.
1accepted an invitation to visit Hollis
In yesterday’s Sun I noticed aL grange and hope to be able to do so
paragraph about the“Holmes Note.” 1very early in the new year.
—
I am under the impression it derived
its name and phraseology from one
INTEGRITY OF BREEDERS.
John Holmes of Oxford county,
Maine, in the ’80s or ’40s of the last
A correspondent who often judges
century. He dealt in horses, cattle,
stock at fairs reports several
and sheep, letting them for a time or• live
‘
selling them on part payments, and (cases of misrepresentation backed up
became one of the most wealthy men 1by pedigree certificates In one case
of his day in that section of the coun- *a Percheron stallion, dark bay, strip
try. Each customer gave him a note, jin face, white hind feet, under 15
and around 1000 lbs., was pro
by himself which identified hisi hands
1
We showed the above paragraps to a drawn
and left it his until the con- Jduced with registry certificate agree
well known potato grower in Fort property
with his mirks. In another case
fixed upon had been completed. ing
*
Fairfield, who hapi ened to be attend tract
All notes drawn in a similar manner 1registry certificates backed up the
ing the State Grange last week and afterward
were called Holmes notes, Jclaim that certain sheep were yeardropped into our office for a social through Maine.
whereas their mouths proved
let sheep to the, lings,
1
chat.
He is too
modest to farmers to doubleHe
four years, or^a cconclusively that they were not. In
allow us to use his name, but when pound of wool a inhead.
anothe
r case mixture of blood was
F«om the *
we say that he is one of the best small beginning of one sheep
clearly
’ apparent, yet the animals
he
at
1
We asked if he were a young man farmers in upper Aroostook and plants last owned a quarter of all the sheep were
registered as pure-bred stock.
5
A
recent celebrated case has made
and desired to go into agriculture 40 acres of potato©* each year, besidt s in the county.
J
where he would begin, if he could keeping a good barn full of live stock,
many people suspicious of the value
-------------------------(of pedigree certificate0, and such in
locate in one place as well as another. and best of all has a tool shed 45 feet
as the above tend to destroy
“Aroostook,” was his prompt reply. long to keep his farming implements
It is estimated that thefuneral
ex- stances
5
his statements ought to be
confidence
in our stud, herd and flock
“What crop would you cultivate?” sheltered,
'
penses
for
‘
he
Emperor
and
Empress
J
as entitled to some weight. Dowager of China will amount to books
and in all breeders of pure-bred
“I should not cultivate any kind of a accepted
:
‘
crop ” he replied. “I have tested all This gentleman tells us that while about $4 200,000. This sum will be fstock. And yet we know of no prackinds of a cultivated field.- with and raisinhav is of course much easier paid by the Board of Finance and the, t cal way to go beyond the integrity
without machinery, and I tell you than the potato crop the returns are Board of Rights but a large contribu- cof the individual breeder and in all
much “easier.” that while tne
they are all a delusion and a snare. A also
1
tion to it will be obtained from the sucV matters. The regi'try associa
hoed crop is exactly like a breast potato business calls for much ardu treasury of the late. Empress Dowa- tions
should take all pains to see that
*
labor the returns one year with ger. Her majesty is reported to have conly
baby. They give you no rest from ous
1
men of integrity are admitted to
are fully adequate for the
start to finish. My objection to pota- another
’
their membership and usually do so.
and labor expended. He says it left fabulous wealth behind her. All *But it seems impossible in a country
toes would not be a financial one, but time
1
this property is in her personal treas- *
is
not
true
that
it
takes
a
large
crew
the great amount of hard laborious 1
ury, the building which was guarded of this size to prevent some men from
work involved There is no pleasure of
] men the year around to raise pota by General Adna R Chaffee in 1900, deceiving
the associations and the
(’
toes
To
prove
this
fact
he
says
in raising a crop nowadays that calls
—for a time It has Heemed to
when the allies were in Peking. public
I
that
his
son
and
one
hired
man
with
for a lot
hard bone 1 ibor from the ]
This wealth has become the property 1us sometimeR teat each association
have an official to whom con
time you begin to. plow the sod till two pair of horses took care of 40 acres of the Prince Regent, who has ad- should
£
the
past
season,
with
the
exception
of
4he last barr 1 has Been hailed to the
fidential report might he made solely
vised that it be inve ted.
hiring
a
man
about
two
weeks
to
h
lp
depot. I have studied the problem at 1
for the purpose of investigation As
------------------------jit now is if any one makes charges
the planter and a man and his
first hand and can see no way to sue- on
(
w
ife
ten
days
to
help
cut
the
potato©
.
against
a breeder be is virtually a
oessfullv avoid the hard long season J
One of the conspicuous delegates to H
of drudgery if you would get re The two men and the tw’o teams did the State Grange was Charles Locke party
to a suit against him; and
I
everything
else
up
to
harvesting
time,
evne if he has evidence he is only
sults.”
(
iand when it is considered that 40 *of West Buxton Mr Locke is the ecourting trouble if he says anything
c
;acns is a large farm in the majority Json of the late David R. Locke, who about
it. It should be the duty of the
better known as Petroleum V. H
We then asked him what branch of of
< eastern states, this certainly cannot was
record association' to investigate
Nasbv
the
great
humorist.
Nasby
r
agriculture he would engage in and Ibe considered a large crew. Our W38 one of the f Hinders of American quietly
suspected breeders and catch
1
confidently expect both pleasure and visitor also says that rather than humor and his nom de plume became (them
if they need catchmg. We
*’
profit. “Grass,” was the prompt 1there being any danger of running famous all over the English speaki'g (1desire
to sav here that in our experi
replv. “There is no spot on the face <out the land owing to his system of
He was contemporary with fence we have known very few dis
of the earth that I have ever visited irotition of crops, his farm is in bet world.
breeders, but they have been
Ward and Josh Billings and honest
11
where such magnificent grass is tter condition lo'iay than it was when Artemas
in the same rank Nasby died mightv troublesome. No class of
grown as in Aroostook, both clover 1he commenced the potato business ten was
men stands higher, and that
ago and left his son a business
:
and timothy, and it can be grown and ?years ago and he does not see anv 1several ye »rs property,
not least of i>
1 the leason they should not be made
put into the barn for less than $4 a Jreason why it is not going to continue 'magnificent
was a large part of the Toledo to
" suffer by the work of a few rascal-.
ton aod is worth $12 on any market tto improve. He uses a half ton of .which
breeder and every register of
Blade, the pippr which his rich Every
*
in the world the moment it is Ihigh grade phosphate to the acre.
humor had made famous. On account Ppure-bred stock is injured, by a few
pressed. I would break up a sward,
Df the health of his wife, young Locke *such men to an incalculable extent.—
dress it with barn dressing if I could
A gentleman we met recently gave <came to Maine three or four years ago National Stockman
get it, aud if not use a high grade
md built a splendid granite mansion
fertilizer. I would then mow it as ris a good illustration of the value of 3in
Buxton and that town has since
A farmer can no more keep his
long as it cut two tons to the acre or i wide awake live' stock piper to a Jbeen
his home. He is secretary of aapple tries in bearing condition with
thereabouts. When it began to fall off breeder who has good stock to dispose 1the Hollis
grange
and
is
fast
m
'king
o
>f.
He
says
a
representative
of
the
1
out spraying than he can keep himself
in yield I would plow it right after Jj
name in that section. Mrs. Locke fohealthy without bathing.
haying in July or August, and ST»ed Jrurf, Farm & Home ca ne to him >iaas
rare
beauty
and
many
acc
impseveral
years
ago
and
after
examining
1
it right down', so as to get another J
ishments and was formerly a star
crop next year. On th it new soikan ?ms herd of dairv stock made a pleas- 1ictress
A lie travels fast and far and the
—Kennebec Journal.
application of fertilizer, when it was ng note of them aod their general J Mr Locke
is much interested in the iiinjured one pays the freight.
turned up every two or three years ?ood appearance. He was so much
£
would be all that would be needed for Pjleaaed with the notice that he be- .
good many years. I might oc- same a^ trial subscriber. The first
casionally raise a few potatoes, but | hing he knew Roma one wrote him
only «8 a diversion. A crew a few J!rom a distant state asking for
days in haying is all the help I should urthar particulars regarding the herd
need except the years when I broke aind stated that he had seen mention
up and reseeded and that would be >f them in the Turf, Farm & Home,
only a few additional days L would 1rhis small beginning resulted in the
Firms aud Individuals desire the best banking service
o* the entire herd at a good price.
not have four or six horses and as Btale
.
because they know the importance of promptness and
\ pretty good investment, was it not?
efficiency.
Vhv
vr.n frv it?

Progressive Business

angerous

D

as well as painful

Backache
Lumbago
Stiff Joints

Neuralgia
Rheumatism
Sprains

Gombault
’sCaastic Balsam
•
WILL RELIEVE YOJJ.
It is penetrating, soothing and healing and for til
Sores or Wounds, Felons, Exterior Cancers, Burns
Boils, Carbuncles and all Swellings where an ovtun 1
application is required CAUbTIC BALSAM HA> bO
EQUAL.Rt-moves the sot eness—strengthens the muscles
Price 8 1 80 per bottle. Sold by dr> > ,’ists or ■ ■ t
by us express prepaid. Write for Booklet L.
■

lhe LAWRtMCE-WILLIAMS COMPtHY, Cleveland. 0 |

Yeirs ago Maine had a particularly
sweet singer. She was M ine bred
and Maine beloved When m New
York she took gr^at delight in visit
ing the poor and unfortunate, and
was known at every mission room in
the ci tv for her sweet ministra
tions. When she retired to private
life at the close of a paiticuluarly
brilliant career she continued her
work among the poor, and with her
added time was more effective and
delightful than ever. For more than
a v» ar she has been’missed from her
old time 'haunts,.^and the wonder is
where _she ig and whyjshe has .ceaaed

It is the earnest and constant endeavor of the officers of
this Bank to render to every patron the most Satisfactory
Banking Service.

Yom account subject to check is invited. 2 per cent
interest paid on check accounts Interest paid on Savings
Accounts.

L
■
B

EasternTrust & Banking Co. I
BANCOR, ME.
Capital, $175,000

Surplus and Profits (Earned) $423,219.10

i
p

TURF, FARM AND HOME.'
grouped about will take off the bare
effect of the concrete work and make
the whole a most attractive adjunct to
the farm and to the roadside.

NERVOUS PROSTRATION.

ROADSIDE WATERING PLACES.

Of nervous prostration we hear
much nowadays, and it is comforting
to know that there are places special
ly equipped and located for combat
ing this phase of modern life. On
the main line of the Grand Trunk
Railway "System, at 8t. Catharines,
Ontario, are located the curative
Saline Springs known as the “St.
Catharines Well.” Connected with
the Springs is “The Welland”, where
treatments for nervous prostration
rheumatism, etc., are given by skilled
attendants in charge of a resident
physician.
St Catharines is the mildest point
in Canada during the winter months
For further information and all
particulars apply to D. J. Quinlan,
Montreal, P. Q.

went to Good Will Farm in the morn
ing. In the evening there was a
o earing up of odd* and ends, good
speeches and a good time generally.
Thursday Forenoon.
Promptly at 9 o’clock Overseer
Bearce called the State Grange to
order tor the work of the closing day
of its 85th annual session The hall
was well filled in suite of the absence
of a large party of Patrons on a trip
of inspection to the Grange cottage at
Good Will and of many others who
were improving the beautiful day to
go shopping. The session was opened
tn ample form in the Fourth ^degree
and the records of Wednesday were
read by Secretary Libby and ap
proved. Overseer Bearce announced
that news of the death of the mother
of State Master Stetson had been re
ceived Mrs Stetson died at 8 P. M.
Wednesday at the home of her son in
Greene and the State master who left
Waterville on the forenoon train,
reached home shortly before her
death.
One of the first things of the fore
noon session was the reading of invi
tations from three Maine cities for
the me ting of the State Grange in
1909. They were from Augusta, Port
land and Bangor
The Augusta invitation came from
E. E. Newbert. President of the Board
of Trade. The Portland invitation
was from Clarence C. Chick, secre
tary of the Board of Trade, ou behalf
of that organization and from Mayor
Leighton, wi o had been directed to
extend the invitation by the city gov
ernment. The Bangor invitation was

There is an excellent chance to
combine utilty and beauty in the
erection of attractive and permanent
w itering places in village streets and
along country roads. The old mosscovered tub. half buried in a bank of
ferns and wild flowers, presents a
picturesque appearance, no doubt;
but in a short time the hoops of the
tub give way, the staves fall in, and
a long interval may elapse before the
watering-place is again in commis
sion.
When Dr. Eliott of Howard suc
As one drives about the country ceeded President Thomas Hill in 1869,
during the summer, he mentally there were in that college a little
“sizes up” the character of the peo more than 1,000 students. Today
ple and the value of their farms by there are nearly five times as many.
the appearance of their roads and The officers of instruction then num
roadsides. The writer happened to be bered 58, today the total is 580.
in a certain country village a little Then the invested funds were roughly
while ago and s»w there on the main a million and a quarter. The latest
street, at the meeting place of two estimate is about 20,000,000. The
roads, a very attractive and substan following epitome presents interesting
tial watering place. There was no comparisons.
need to be told that the community
was progressive and intelligent, for
its character was writ large in its
roads, its sidewalks, its roadside
shade trees and in this example of i s
concern not onlv for the comfort of
dumb animals, but for beautifying
the place as well.
Not every country village would
feel able to build such a structure of
dressed stone as was the case in ques
tion, but one less elaborate in design,
and made of concrete, is certaiuly
within the means of any community
that has fortunately become inocculated with the home-improvement
germ It is also within the means of
the individual country property
owner to erect on the ’ roadside in
front of his farm a simple but sub
stantial and attractive concrete
watering-place.
The first requisite is, of course a
supply of running water which this
season has been especially hard to
get. Then a substantial stone found
ation should be laid below the fro-t
line—an iron supply pipe as well as a
waste pipe being brought up through
this foundation. On this foundation
can be erected as simple or as elab
orate a design as one may desire A
mold of rough boards can easily be
set up for any rectangular shape, the
boards being held in place by cross
wise strips nailed to the upper edges.
The boards can be raised as the work
extended in three communications
THE CLOSE OF THE STATE
goes on.
one
from the Board of Trade, one
GRANGE.
It is important, in making any
from the city government and one in
form of stone or concrete water place,
a personal letter from Mayor Wood
that there should be an out-curving
man. The three invitations were re
(From the Kennebec Journal.)
wheel-guard all around the base;
ferred without debate to the execu
Late Thursday evening, after three tive committee. From general talk
otherwise a careless driver will soon
mar the beauty of the most substan days of three busy sessions each, the heard among the members there seems
tial structure. The roadway in front 85th annual meeting of the Maine to be a sentiment in favor of Bangor
of a drinking place should also be State Grange was adjourned. The at in 1909 and then at Augusta in 1910.
well paved with small cobble stones, tendance continued good to the end. 1The meeting was at Bangor in 1905
«
else the horses’ feet will soon dig out although many of the delegates and and
at Augusta in 1906, while io 1907
holes that will fill with water and visitor’* departed for their homes ithe meeting place was Lewiston.
Thursday afternoon, after they had Portland seems to have few friends as
make the approach very muddy
If a round watering-place is de received the 1909 word and had had a a< meeting place. The executive com
sired. it will be well to set up on the staisfactory interview with the treas- ]mittee will not act on the matter for
(
prepared foun dation a se tion of urer and executive committee on the some
time and will carefully investi
boiler iro- , or meh a circular iron matter of mi'eages
jgate all claims and hear all invita
The visitor” all left with warm itions
section as is used beneath roadways
to permit the passage of water. This praises of Waterville’s hospitality and
During the forenoon various com
j
will make an excellent lining for the there was complete satisfaction with mittee
reports were made, all of
Every- iwhich were accepted without debate
watering-plrti e, and will provide a all the local arragements
fixed mark to work from—the con thing went smoothly from first to last, tafter they had been read by the chair
crete being built up around this iron and when its turn comes again there is jman. The first was the report of the
cylinder, the outer surface of ihe con no question but what Waterville will <committee on subordinate Granges,
crete being kept at an exact distance again be visited by the State body of iwhich was read by Mrs. A. E. Fel
from the iron lining all the way this great organization which now ]lows. H. S. Towne read a brief re
around When, oom oh ted, but be has almost 60,000 members Esti- jport from the committee on constitu
fore the concrete i-* hard, the outer mates vary as to the number of visit- ttion and by-laws turning down tue
surface can b.< scrap d with a ors in the city during the week, but jresolutions asking an amendment al
straight-edged board hnld perpendi there were probablv not fir from 2000 ]lowing the election of officers in sub
cularly which will giv- < smooth and of them in all. The City building (ordinate Granges by plurality vote
even surface A rec» ngnlar water was tilled to its capacity at many of ]Mrs. E. A. Russell of Leeds read an
ing-place ought to pTist-’ t ev« n fewer the sessions. The effect of the crowd jinteresting and helpful report from
difficulties, for instead cf the double of visitors wa9 very marked in the ithe committee on domestic economy
board guides before mentioned, a box shopping section.
Overseer Bearce said that Wednes
of the required shape and size c*u be
The sessions of the closing day ware <day had been devoted wholly to busi
used asa tempura \ lining, this being devoted to all kind” of miscellaneous jness without any pauses for pleasure
rai ed und removed when the concrete business
Invitations for 1909 were or
( entertainment and he proposed to
has been carried to the desired received from Augusta, Portland and ]have a few more bright spots ou
heig t. When any structure of this Bangor. Committee reports were rThursday’s program. Accordingly he
sort has 1 een completed a tr-e of made, resolutions adopted and a lot of <called upon Mrs. True of Aina for a
some native growth should be set at high class entertainment was mixed esong. With Miss Maud Andrews at
one eud < r be< ind it, >hat some day in with the serious work of the day. tthe piano. Mrs. True sang “The
may cast a grateful shade over the An impressive memorial service tvas JMaid of Dundee” and as an encore
drink ino*-nlnr»n
A fnvv qhriihfl
nlcn held ip the afternoon.
A large party gave,
j
“The Dear Old Farm.” Mrs.

____ 3

True has a sweet voice of much range
and absolute clearness and her songs
were received with much enthusiasm.
H F Daggett of Milo presented the
following strong resolutions regard
ing the liquor traffic which were re
ferred to the committee on resolu
tions:
* ‘ Whereas, The licensed liqour deal
ers outside of Maine, by the use of
the United States mails, are systema
tically soliciting trade in intoxicating
liquors from our men and boys
throughout the State and are thereby
exposing our homes to the danger of
developing the drink habit: and,
whereas the federal interstate com
merce laws so override our local laws
as to protect the transit and ensure
the delivery of liquors to all purchas
ers in our State, therefore
“Resolved. That we unite our
efforts with those of every other pro
hibitory state and all prohibitory ter
ritory to secure such national legis
lation as will protect our homes from
the merciless attacks of the licensed
liquor traffic
“Whereas, it is the general convic
tion of the good citizens of Maine
that the liquor traffic is everywhere
an enemy to the home, a demoralizer
of good government and a blot upon
our civilization: therefore
“Resolved, That we express our
great satisfaction for the recent ad
vances in abolishing the traffic in the
South and West, resulting as it ha”,
in the closing of thousands of saloons
and in checking the production and
consumption of intoxicating liquors
as shown bv giverment reports and
admitted by the liquor dealers them
selves.
“In view of this great movement
for abolishing the liqud’* traffic in
other states wo should deem any prop
osition by the next Legislature to re-'
submit the prohibition question as
exceptionally untimely and unwise
“Whereas, it is the general convic
tion of our citizpnship that the liquor
traffic is a moral as well as an eco
nomic evil; therefore
“Re olved, that such evil is not
naturally and should not be made an
i*sue between political parties, but
should be opposed by all parties
which seek the support of intelligent
and self-respecting citizens ”
J. B. Packard of Monmouth on be
half of the committee on sweet corn,
presented a brief report urging that
the farmers of Maine stand together
in demanding 2% cents per pound for
sweet corn from Ike packers. The
present price is flvo cents Mr
Packard said that this had been a
good year for sweet corn in Maine
and that probibly farmers had aver
aged $50 per acre for their corn, while
the average for the past five years
had not been over $25 per acre
Leon 8. Merrill of Solon. State
dairy instructor read the report of the
committee on dairy interests, review
ing the work of his department and
dwelling upon the importance and
progress of dairying in Maine.
Scarcity of help, high cost of feed
and short hay crop have somewhat
lessened the number of cows kept.
He said encouraging things are the
many and valuable m rkets for dairy
products with an increasing demand
for milk, cream, dairy butter and
cheese: the development of a wonder
ful market for sweet cream of an en
viable reput ti' n.
The formation of three contest asso
ciations with a membership of 100
;and embracing 1,000 cows: the larg
est and most successful education il
milk and cream exhibit ever held in
this country has just clos' d at Dex
ter: work undertaken looking to lhe
<organization of breeders’ associations;
lecture work by the state dairy in
structor in connection with granges,
institutes and special dairy meetings,
investigation of violation of dairy
l<ws: extension of the work of the
department to personal visits to and
inspections of several hundred dairies
(Continued on page 6 )
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gers of that popular daily have lefti look after his horse’s feet. Some
nothing undone that would help the3 blacksmiths seem to possess a natural
cause along. 1 feel that I am s .fe ini faculty for overcoming difficulties and
saying that no one man in Augustai shoeing horses properly, while others
has done more for thiBecause than C. with the best intentions in the world.
B. Burleigh, who is entitled to the‘ seem only to cause trouble when they
thanks of every man and boy in thisi shoe a horse. In reality, the differ
city for his efforts in this bne. With- ence is that which exists between the
Arthur W. Richardsou. Fort FairA largely attended meeting of the
some one man of influence toi thoughtful man who studies his trade
field has bought of N. B. Parsons bis £Lewiston and Auburn Driving Club5y out
place the matter before our citizens in from its reallv scientific aspect and
beautiful black pacing filly, two years Mwas held Tuesday evening at the Newr the
right light, we should have been the c ireless worker who would be no
old by May King 2.20, sire of Binge j £DeWitt hotel in that city. The subject
to give up this long cherished better at anything else than at black
2.06J4. dam Rainbow Bien I 2.23Lq, by 0of races was taken up and proved to5’ forced
smithing.
Lord Dufferin 2.27%. This filly is a be
£ of much interest. It was decidedi plan
ether, practically a newcomer
The first thing to consider is the
beauty »nd a very promising animal. ♦o hold a race on Christmas Day if in One
ouh midst w’ho has don^ ail in his
of a horse’s feet in the stall in
---- •
tl track and ice conditions are con power to keep the race track ball roll- care
the
which he stands As I have already
sidered suitable by the executive1 mg is A S Pratt Agent of the Ed- pointed
Mr. Elmer E. Smith of Winslow is si
in a recent article in
committee which has charge of all the1 wards Mfg. Co. Mr. Pratt has never Suburbanout
liable to have the last colt sired by C(
Life, the horse should never
races thia winter It was voted *to let an opportunity slip by to say or do be compelled
the late Echo. Mr. Smith bred a r;
to stand up-hill. The
a ladies ra^e some time this1 anything that would help the good anatomy of the
good mare to the old veteran only a hive
h
horse’s foot and in
if there could be three or work along and there are others. The deed,
few weeks before his death. The winter
w
(
the
shape
of the horse himself
entries George Bearce an probabilities are that next tall races „•makes this an uncomfortable
horse was then as vigorous as a colt more
m
and un
his gift to the club of 25 will be given over this once popular restful po-ition
and Mr. Smith is hoping that his nounced
n'
bushels
of
oats
to
be
put
up
for
a
raca
,
mare is safely in foal.
b
course
_____
f(
for green trotters and pacers who
With our excellent railroad facili- ( Whatever the arrangement for
hhave no record. The club adjourned ties both electric and steam we can drainage is. the horse must stand as
Mr. Owen Salley of Fairfield has to meet next Wednesday evening, handle a large crowd as quickly and nearly
as possible Moreover,
, must level
recently sold a good weanling colt by p
he
stand upon a dry surface unDecember 30th.
as
easily^as
Bangor
or
Waterville.
■
Simpson to Strong Bros., of the same
it is found that his feet need
Lewi8tQif of course has them albs less
]moisture.
town This colt is the produce of a
In such cases a wet clay
trimm'd
in
this
respect.
But
with
.
mare of go d breeding and is one of p
DEATH OF TWO NOTED MAINE the right men at the helm, we can floor is excellent, temporarily.
the group of Sim; sons shown at the
have the trains stop within’one hun When you come in from driving,
MORGANS.
Central Maine Fair last fall. Mr.
I
dred feet of our track to leave to take 1and after your horBe has properly
Salley’s mare is again in foal to the
,1
on passengers
(cooled off see that the mud is re
same sire.
not only f’om his legs and the
In our last issue we published the
We even have hopes of conducting a moved.
1
portions of his hoofs, but from
st
(
statement of the death of the veteran 1fair here. There are weeks late in outer
sole as well. An occasional
Fred Varney has bought a small stallion Echo, 26256. Echo was bred the fall when uo tair that is really the
’
stuffing with flaxseed is not Only
place at North Belgrade and taken up
worthy
of
the
name
is
in
progress
and has always been owned by Mr. A.
but necessary.
.
his abode right between Salmon L*ke al
An up to date race meeting and fair beneficial
1
Rice, one of the best known ]held on the Augusta track on about
and Great Pond. He has a very fine H.
H
It is impossible, within the limits
location, and with two acres of good bi
10th would draw thousands to <of an aiticle such as this to go into
breeders in Maine. Echo was by Oct
<
land will resume farming operations y
the
intricacies of shoeing Generally
t
Victor 2.23, one of the best sons of (our city
on rather a smaller scale than former- Gen Knox that ever stood in Maine { Keep"the thing boiling, we will see cspeaking, grooms and horseshoers are
ly. He is driving a four year old bay
a fairin Augusta sure.
fapt to make the matter more intricate
and a horse that if given an op
mare by Nelson’s Wilkes, out of an
LEE.
t
than
it should be The horse must
Stella Rolfe, by Nelson 2.09, that is a pc
_______________ 1have a shoe to protect his foot. Very
portunity' would have made hi* mark
5well. With the normal, sound horse
good one. She took the blue ribbon both as a sire and as a performer. His .
at Waterville last fall. Mr Varney dam was Gipaey, by Arabian. We
ht
the shoe be as simple as possible.
YOUR HORSES’ FEET.
I
J.See that the horse stands naturally on
still own* Stella Rolfe at 22 year* of remember
re
very distinctly when
--------1his f< et. An imaginary line from the
age He has a seven months old filly Echo used to be the prize stallion at
out of her by Stirling that he is Lewiston Fair for years, and his
of the feilock joint should
“No foot no horse” in so common- center
<
thinking pretty well of just now. cc
the horde’s heels if he stands
<
colts have always been blue ribbon 1place a saving and so obvious in its clear
She will be wintered well and will be w
Heels are best, for har
1
winners We have remarked more imeaning that one hesitates to intro- naturally.
horses, on the hind legs but not
a candidate for the blue ribbon in her than once that Echo bad more good <du e it except as an apology for the ness
r
in front. If your horse in
class next fall.
of this article. Yet the av< rage necessary
*■
business horses to his credit than title
t
additional weight on the out
------aT
is surprisingly ignorant terferes,
t
any other horse in Maine. In his horse-owner
1
of shoes w ill possibly cor rect the
s
davs Mr. Rich used to cam- ?as to the nature and qualities of a sides
Among the good draft stallions now young
-Tpaign
C
horse
’s foot to say nothing of the tendency.
t
Echo,
but
later
has
exhibited
1
standing in Somerset county, the him
Pf
as a stock horre and then in the irudiments of knowledge required to <1 See that the horse’s “frog” is not
young registered black Percheroo, old
111 horse
this important portion of a cent and slashed away by the too-ready
class. He was a remarkably keep
1
owned by Mr Chas. Burns of Pal- well
,
’s anatomy in good condition.
1knife of the smith. It is a soft,
preserved horse and at the horse
1
rnyra, whose farm is situated about 'V
In
the
first
place,
when
choosing
)
horny
structure in the horse s foot,
Central
Maine
Fair
last
fall
went
two miles from PittsfiAl vil’age is down
*
horse, you cannot too carefully ssomewhat triangular in s'»ape. and it
the home stretch like a colt. your
5
worthy of special mention This is His death
examine
his
feet,
to
see
that
they
are
i
is
placed
there to i rotect the navicnas a general breaking f
one of the fine bunch, of vounct stal- down of came
normal
and
healthy.
The
hoofs
should
1
ir
joint
which lies just above it
his
physical
powers
and
he
i
lions from the Hartm*n Stock Farm, dc
be
clean,
round
and
of
good
size
in
J
Noth
ng
is
to be gained by cutting it
certainly
died
as
he
had
livei,
vigort
Ohio, that were on exhibition at the ce to the last.
Iproportion to the weignt of tho horse, aaway bft everything may be lost.
Central Maine fair in 1997, and he ous
OdThe death is also announced of the The
amateur
will
do
better
tc^err
in
I
In
its
normal
state, the frog should
1
was purchased by Mr. Burns at the stallion Ino, a brown horse with star the
direction of too large feet rather hbe clean and not too dry. Watch his
t
• time. He is a black horse of good and w’lite feet standing 14u2 hands than
too small, if he must err at all. ffeet and h ive them reshod as soon as
Percheron form and size, good limbs high, foaled in 1871. Ino was bred by tLarge
feet giv-* the nec ssary room tthey begin to grow over the shoe.
I
with plenty of bone., Mr. Burns re- Enoch L Height of Norridgewock, for
the intricate organism which Contracted
C
feet soon result from
f
ceived a fair patronage for - the colt was
inside rhe hoof, while small negle
n
t < f this kind and lamenesH soon
by Gen. Knox, out of Dou- exists
e
last season perhap< all he wanted for cello, got
if they are not already “c<»n- ffollows.
second dam by Norridgewock feet,
f
a young sire; and he will doubtless Messenger
Doncello. by the Grover ftraded” are more liable to become so.
In winter it is worse than cruel to
receive considerable a’tention from horse,
r1*
see that your prospective Lneglect having your horse “roughed”
by Sherman Black Hawk, dam Therefore,
1
the breeders of draft stock another bv Pishon
purchase
has
good
sizable
“
underv
horse by Stone horse p
uhen tlm going is hard and slippery.
season.
” as long as they do not The
q
After campaigning Ino a few years standings,
s
danger lies not only i a natural
ffall but also in the straining of un
Mr. Height sold him to Frank B. ttend to clumsiness
------Mi
Now,
as
to
the
quality
of
the
hoof
E
Heselton
of
Skowhegan,
who
in
turn
usual musdes, which the poor brute
Farm superintendent A. P. Law- Hf
rence of Bloomfield Farm, Skowhe- sold him to Edward Ware, then of iitself, its outer surface—tint is, the pis compelled to resort to in order to
surface
of
the
outer
wall
—
-should
be
Athens,
who
gelded
him
and
used
s
keep his footing A horse that is not
gan who by the way is a practical At
trainer and handler of colts is now him
hii as a road horse. Ino was assmooth and free from wrinkles. The 8sure of his footing becomes very
horn
Rhonld
not
be
too
dry,
the
sfie
n
contestant
in
a
good
many
hot
nces
h
nervous and restless, and soon tires.
begining to drype the two promising coi
be clean and free from di - qThe prospect of a fall throws him into
8
sons of Stirling bred on the farm. in
1 n his lifetime and took his mark of should
coloration
(which
denotes
“
corns
”
)
a
2
32
,
4
at
the
Lewiston
Fair
Sept
22,
c
a panic for a horse dreads nothing so
They are own brothers three and four
?
the “frog” should be well nmuch as falling down.
a
years old respectively, coming, and 1880, winning the sweepstakes in a and
developed
and
not
too
brittle.
seven
heat
race.
d
their dam was by Fairview’, son of se^
When you turn your horse out to
The w’all of a horse’s hoof consists pasture,
Also, second dam the Atkins Morg in
have his shoes lemoved either
of
three
layers
—
the
outer,
middle,
I
o
mare that has long ^een owned and
by
7 a blacksmith Ur >oine experienced
and
inner
—
to
avid
scientific
names,
j
AUGUSTA
RACE
TRACK
TALK.
a
kept as a brood mare by Mr Colum- A
person. Hordes’
hoofs are often
aThe middle layer is the thickest and Jpermanently
bus Marshal of No Anson These
ruined by having shoes
is
the
suhstance
which
is
depended
ii
colts are both square gaited trotters
t in from them roughlv and strains in
We
and are attracting considerable at1 have waite 1 until we were sure uupon not only to protect the sensitive th, > leg sometimes result from the
foot
itself
but
also
to
ho'd
the
nails
1
of
the
results
before
writing
anything
f<
tention on the street The older is
same cause If the p.sture is rough
the effort* thnt were being vwith which the shoe is fastened.
dark bay, all style from e »rs to tail about
ah
aud
ntouy. the shoes may be left on
There
are
many
mistaken
ideas
as
..
made
to
raise
money
enough
to
pur

and very showy in the hirch. has a mu
the
f re feet, or better still, tips put
regards
shoeing
horses
Horses
are
chase
the
race
track
property
located
r
nice gait and steps high. The young- chi
In any case, the feet should be
shod, first and foremost, to protect oi.
Jlooked
’
er »s a chestnut with three white feet, iD
in this city.
after from time to time, to see
their
feet
from
the
hard
surface
of
J
(
.
Today
more
th
in
enough
money
is
tl
andjsilver mane and tail He is a
that
thev do not grow too long.—
cur
artificial
roads.
Dame
Nature.
.
pledged
by
some
$1500,
than
it
will
c
big gaited little trotter that appears pie
Alfred Stoddard in Suburban Life.
to have lots of sp°ed. Quite a stock take
tai to buy the property, all good who looks after many things *so
capably,
doubtless
thought
that
she
men
who
are
interested,
not
only
in
ci
of horses and colts are o-vnedand me
the advancement of any project th it hhad given the horse a sufficiently wellbred on the farm. Among the more the
M. E. Williams of Winthrop has a
’noticeable of the young stock is an will
wi draw crowds to the Capital city’ pprotected foot fur the hard wo k he
was called upon 'o do Rut he hherd of 17 pure-bred Holstein* and
eight months old bav colt by the but
bu w< re anxi ms to retain the park w
reckoned without McAdam or T Iford ggrade Guernseys One heifer. fresh
Hackney stallion Bell Boy owned by as a place of amusement realizing r<
the luRt of September took first prize
to Bav nothing of the ancient Roman tl
that once sold and one hou^e built it t(
Dr J. * A. & R. Ne-s, of Auburn, ths
was gone for good.
r<road makers, and so we are compelled aat Readfield also her calf took second.
This voungster the produce of a wa
Three of his heders, which are only
to meet artificial conditions with T
Kentucky bred mare is a splendid in I“ In
1 some cities this would not be a t<
2 years old, give from 30 to 84 lhs., of
very serious matter but we Augusta aartificial means
dividual, that promises to add much vei
Still, it is remarkable what nn 4iod nmilk per dav. (‘ne is making 10r2
people knew that the old track was
to the credit of hi* sire, standing up pec
lbs. of but ter in 7 days One heifer 4
horses are capable of doing. In fjie It
well located, that no other spot any h<
well, with the best of back and hips we
Country in England aTid. y<
years oil, second ca’f, has made 846
where near town could be found. Exmoor
E
He promises to have in addition (he wh
lbs., of butter in 9 months One of
indeed, in many other par s of the h
Consequently everyone connected with ir
gait and action for a show horse. Co
the hardy ponies which ashhis gr ide Guernseys tirade 864 lbs. in
the proposition is shaking bands with world
w
■ There is also a yearling by Bell Boy the
himself
.
uusually to be found in such rugged 9 months. Another mads 300 in 7
To rehirn to trotting bred stock, there hit
months. He expects her to make 400
This
thing has been accomplished, ddistricts are rarely if ever shod, and m
is a fine looking yearling gelding by
I
lbs. in the 12 months. Mr. Williams
lameness among them i* almo-t un- H
largely by the action and influence of 1«
Pilot Nelson. 2 19*4. Twowemling lar
says he has not a cow but will make
However under usual con- s?
k
colts are by Col. Delmar, one of them the Driving Club whose members known.
3< pounds in 12 months He says
have w irked hard to make the pur- dditions it is necessary t'rat hordes 300
out of a speedy and highly bred mir \ hai
there is money in sheep. He sold his
should be shod and it is highly im- tl
yhase of this property nu assured si
The dam is agiin in foal to the same ch*
buck lamb for $500: could have gotten
that the inexperienced horse- bi
thing. We have been strongly backed portant
p<
.*ire. A good four year old mare by thi
$600, for the ewe*
owner
should select a good smifh to $<
by the Kennebec Journal, the mana o
’
Nelson’s WilkeR is now being broken, by

I
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much interested In horses. He has
SEASON’S RACE.
one brood mare of Wilkes and Morgan
blood. From her he is raising a
indicated with a t).
couple of yougsters by Mars 2 18%. El(Trotters
2.16*4
18 0 0 0
The yearling is a bay filly, the wean- Silk
ft1, Galo
Patchen
11 0 0 0
ling, a bay colt. Mr. Graham says Dorris 2.18*4 2.18%
55 4 0
the
colt
can
trot
as
fast
across
the
LEE’8 NOTES.
In
Individually he is a large well field
, -as the filly can run.
Brownette
2.15%
55 % 1
5
r<
____
fom
colt, his gait is perfection,
formed
2.19%
54 0 0
Such
are well worth visiting. Oinera
J
11
but a very serious accident
> H. farms
MoffleL
2.23%
52 8 0
Geo. Perkins, Hallowell is jogging nothing
C.
Rideout,
Houlton,
proprietor
p
10
keep him from being a very fast of» the leading boarding stables has Payline 2.17)4
52 2 1
a very handsome young mare, by Sir can
b
horse.
colts are attracting the at- three young things by Lord Arleigh Miss
Edith 2.18*4
52 0 0
Hiram. She will measure 15-3, is a tention
. ?' His
p
1
of all well posted horsemen.
A
Princeton
E 2.19*4
52 0 0
clean cut, breedy looking mare moves
q
that
are
attracting
the
attention
of
A
r
,'
Cn L. Jackson, of Greenville, his jlocal horsemen. A three year old John
Ward 2.05%
5 110
at the trot, is coming four. Sir n
_
ft
has two very nice fillies by dark
•.
Sjlvla
Swift (4) 2.22%
4 5 8 W
Hiram is «he son of Wilkes that is owner,
..
'
bay
filly,
stands
15-2,
will
weigh
A1
is out of a mare by
Alev
Bell 2 22%
4 5 1 0
owned in Wayne. Mr. Perkins at one him,
p
’ one of 2them
a clean cut. breedy look- Lady
? K Ruth
Constantine
12%. At five months 975
‘ founds,
2.20%
4 5 0 1
time owned Suzeete 2.28% at the pace old,
* it measured
ing,
very
handsome
animal,
can
brush
q
13 hands, the second along at a good stiff clip. Mr Ride- Jv
Queen
Inez 2.16%
4 5 0 0
by Nelson 2.09.
1
one" is out of a mare by Vassar 2 07 out
" . feels sure that he has the making Coquette
2.21%
48 0 2
Fred Mdcolm, Augusta. W. S was
p°,
(
1‘4% hands high, at lour months. of.. a fast trotter in this one. Her dam Prairie Queen 2 16%
42 5 0
Malcolm’s son has joined the ranks He served
mares as a two year is
* by
j
Clorinda
(t) 2.26%
4 10 0
of Augusta Speedites by purchasing old. getting six
Bronical;
second
dam
by
Bay
p
c
five live foals.
p.
Paul
Boone 2.21%
4 0 12
a big bay pacer with no record, to
jj,
We were very much pleased A?
1 H.
at him if you want Dick.
Fred
2 23%
8 6 8 1
start in the ice races this winter. to
. Have
*raise aa look
with
the
appearance
of
a
pair
of
dark
1ft
game race horse. 1. B ybay fillifs, eighteen months old. Miss
Avon (4) 2 27%
8 5 0 1
About all we know of him, is that Merrill,
x<nr]
p
1
says, “This kind don’t dance mJ
Robert P 2 17%
3 2 10
he came from New Hampshire and your money
They
are
built
and
colored
very
much
p
away, but will go out alike, being dark rich bays, no white Emperor Wilkes Jr.2.27% (t) 8 0 8 2
can go well
U11
P. 2 18%
8 10 2
Eugene Stackpole a well known, and race for it.”
on either of them, have straight hand- Dorithv
iv’1
Jr. 2.20%
8 10 0
LBE
sot
milk man and farmer of this city, has
some
limbs round hips, short backs, Greenbrino
Dr.
2.21%
8 0 0 1
purchased of L A. Bartlett, Belgrade
goc
good necks fine in the head, both of yLou
r’ Jeff
2.18%
8 0 0 0
Lakes the unmarked pa er, Pheobon
OURCARIBOU LETTER.
them move on a square trot. They Prince
the
p°? Foster
Henry Westland
B. , bay gelding by Pheobeson. son of
_____
are out of well bred dams, one »of rrA(tr) 2.21%
8 0 0 0
th
Wilkes Dam of Pheobe on B. is Dec.
n
them
by Louis J. ; second dam by q
.y ley C. 2 19%
18th a few of the boys got to- jJohn
y Bright.
Sta
*
2 4 8 0
Nellie A., bv Also 2 20. Nellie A. gather
The
other
’
s
dam
was
and scraped a track on the
Flashlight 2.24%
2 8 0 0
produced
Harry Miller 2.22%,
Harry Wilkes
™
one third of a mile long. Since byy.Barring
MLs
Hussey 2.27%
2 2 11
Pheobeson B. is • a full brother to river,
*
accident
Mr.
Rideout
will
we have had some very lively have
hoT a high class pair of mares from Duad
2 22%
2 2 10
Harry Miller, is coming six,stands all then
,bushes.
yLina
.Ui Wilkes
2.22%
2 2 10
# of 16 hands, is a good bay a clean DUOn
*n the 19th our first race took these.
Lord
Arleigh
fillies.
They
_
n be just the right size.
Col. Varney 2 84% (t)
2 2 10
sound pacer, that has shown 2.20 place.
.j”
will
Kenton
2.25
2 2 0 0
speed. P
Wallace
Dykeman,
one
of
the
promp.^
1
Rex,
g, Alfondly, Kelley
1 1 inent
Plain
2 25%
2 14 1
Mr. Stacpkole will tackle the green Arba.
t
' , ’ bParsons
business men of Houlton, who Dorcas
Ka Jack
2
2
2.80%
2 111
ones on the ice.
q..
finds time to enjoy a spin behind a H?.
1 Nelson
The
Halev colt previously good
Pilot
2.24%
2 110
J. Manley iJichols, Augusta, who mentioned
, Tom inO’these
horse
Is
getting
a
lot
of
pleasure
A
1
.
'
letters, worked jogging
y
(tr) 2.84%
2 110
purchasd the unmarked trotter, with the above horses
the green pacer, Prince Baron Hiram
without
the
Harry
Miller
2.22%
(t)
2
10 2
Prince Gothard of Ex-Mayor Frank . ;
Prince of India 2.13%, -son of AAttorney
t
was very unsteady. It looked by
yZ
at Law (3)(t) 2.80 2 1 0 1
C. Knight of Rockland at Topsham straps,
.to \be* easy
Baron
Wilkes
2.18.
Prince
of
India
is
p
for Kelley.
.. sire of twelve trotters and two Ravenna Wilkes 2.11%
2 0 12
last October has made a great change
‘
the
worked his mare pacers.
Maimsee 2.24%
2 0 10
in that horse’s appearance and man- Alameda
. John Theriault
Prince
Baron
’
s
dam
is
2.26%, trial of 2.14. by Gam- m
2 27%
2 0 0 8
ners. It will take a good trotter to |b^tta Wilkes.
Typhoon
2 28 bv Lord Russell, sire Kie
p 6 John
Today
Dec.
21st
8.
E.
£*
Prince
Bavard
2.24%
2 0 0 0
take his men sure to sleigh.
R
.
ot
Kremlin
2
07%,
second
dam,
L
n
nt out with Delcander L
Marcia T.'2.30%
15 8 0
It is rumored that “Cush” Walker, 2.17%
9Briggsforw the
Btorin
2.26%
by
Middleton
152;
third
thitd time this winter dam Green Mountain Maid. This -£5?
Trixy 8.
15 10
the Hallowell blacksmith is quietly with
'.A. the straps
on. Mr. Kelly and one is a 16 hand bay pacer, a rangy A"
Ellis
Boone 2.24%
18 12
getting his great mare. Samanthy “Bill” Theriault overtook
.
Mr. racy
ra looking one, bought on descrip- Beldonna
2 24%
13 11
Chimes ready for the winter sport Briggs was going to workhim.
A
5
,
out and tio
. of A H. Merrill, Danvers, Mass. Little
Johnny 2.17%
12 2 0
In years past Mr. Walker has owned ..
\
tion
•AV
him for a race right Mr.
tm.
Altissimus
2 17%
12 11
several horses that could step well they
;then. tackled
Dykeman
is
very
well
pleased
AV
1
“Bill” had Alameda 2 26%, with the way this fellow sets.
Northland
B n Ton 2 19% 12 0 4
but could never be coaxed or bull K
..
Al
01
had Rex. Mr. Briggs told
*
2.22
1 2 0 1
dosed into starting one of them in a Kelly
.e • his
Another
good thing in the Dykeman Keewayden
them
horse was not ready to race Bt
. is a bay
Shamrock 2 15%
116 1
race for fun or for money. Samanthy bbut
stable
filly
by
Lord
Arleigh.
hung on so hard that he <She
ji e
Guy
Bourbon
12 0 0
Chimes is acting so good and the old wont
a . they
is
as
well
bred
on
the
dam
’
s
side
pHdown two trips with Alameda afi
Bob Nelson (t) 2 17%
12 0 0
man is taking so much pains with her beating
as
anything
this
horse
has
in
AroosS?._
her both tiips.
ttook
J County. Her first dam by Al- Olive
Star (t) 2 26%
1111
that we are inclined to think he will ’ .j1 he
b p*ir
p
r
them then took after cyonium 2.24%: second dam by p
R /derick (t)
110 4
mix in with the unmarked trotters him and he of
gave them a pretty race yjC
Cremona 2.29%
10 2 1
this winter. She is a good gaited one for
Broomall
2.15;
third
dam
bv
Messenheats, winning both. ger Wilkes 2. >8; fourth dam by Olym- Donna
Marion 2.24%
10 10
and bred well eDough to trot in 2 10, Making
Moki two
“
;
o1
four in all.
nn«
American Law 2 21% (t)
10 0 2
by Dandy Chimes 2.07%. dam Jessie
pus;
fifth
darn.
Princess,
dam
of
as follows:
.
Lady
Yolande 2 27%
10 0 0
Gazette by Gazette 2 07%. She will Delcander,
ijgResult
i’
Bcboolmarm
2.20
and
School
Girl
,
h, 8. E. Brigas
11 92 923.
. to high wheels, by Cobbler. A
Little
2.14%
0 4 2 1
measure ]5-2%,i* a mare of great sub- Rex, b g.8 .b Kelly
1* C.Sweetheart
2 2 A
Carl
(tr) 2 19%
0 8 4 0
stance and pirticularly well broken. Alameda,
’
“
ide
from
her
breeding
this
filly
is
S'?
1
b m, Theriault
3 8 as good an individual as anything we The Actress
0 8 8 0
Will be five in the spring.
No time taken.
Hill
Girl 2 27%
0 2 2 1
saw
by
Lord
Arleigh
and
we
saw
“
John Metcalf is seen on the streets
It looks as though Delcander was 80U excellent colts and fillies by that Lady
J. 2 31%
0 2 14
p
?
of Augusta daily. He is working the Treal thing. He had no trouble in jsome
10r
Babe Drake 2.18%
0 2 18
horse.
She
goes
on
a
square
trot.
q
overtime on Rex Wilkes 2 15% in his beating
be iti
these horses It was a suryWe spent the larger portion of one S.
B 2 25%
0 2 0 0
A*
attempt to have him good enough to pri>e
prise to some of them Some thought ^
av with D. D. Hemore of Ludlow, Joan
De Arc
0 110
day
'A°£
beat Trixy 8. 2.16% and Nel»onita becai
because his owner did not pound him tw
^
John Gillin
0 110
twelve
mil
s
south
of
Houlton
on
the
2 28%, for the »ree for all matinee O
n
on the ice very much, that he was no B. & A. R R. Mr. Hemere is the Rattler G. 2.23%
0 10 1
cup held by the latter mare.
g
0
<
d
got d, but I guess that race will hold owner
'A
The
Lover 2 18%
0 10 0
of
a
400
acre
farm
less
than
a
AA
1€
The little black gelding has a barrel them for a while.
„mile
n from Ludlow Station on the Western
Chimes (tr) 2.31% 0 10 0
o*
of speed, but the horj'e that beats
SPUDS. . Smyrna Mills Road.
Peter
0 10 0
p
et Pan
these two mares on the ice needs two
Baron (t)
0 10 0
-------------------—
He
ii
has
been
raising
colts
for
several
barrels of that valuable quality.
Elsie
Vennor
0 10 0
years,
his
experience
with
fa
t
horses
ft
81
Fred Perkins has the bay ma»e, it
Northland
Richard (t)
0 10 0
AROOSTOOK NOTES.
has
not
been
of
the
“
rosv
hue
”
,
has
p
01
goes wiihout saying that he will do
Harry
T.
0 0 11
------left
him
a
bit
shy
of
so
called
horseAA
al
his best to have her on edge. Oscar
T
Maquon
(t)
0 0 10
men.
Mr.
Hemere
bought
several
Ma(
Just
one
mile
west
of
Presque
Isle
L
Anderson is looking after the interJn‘
years
ago
a
brown
mare
called
Dottie
TT
on
the
“
Srate
road
”
between
that
est9 of Nelsonita. When these three ?n 1 town and the town of Ashlan i, C by
1 Messmate, son of Adminstra or, ches
chestnut stallion Emerell. a high act
come together it is likely that many a busy
J)Usy
’ miles away is the farm ownedpIson
on of Hambletoman 10. He still ing trotter that can s-how a 2.30 gait.
seat in the State House will be va- twentj
Graham.
I owi
owns this mare. She is a clean look- He stands 15 2 or 15-2%, will weigh a
cant, for many of the Senators and by
D This
> A.
j Wfarm
s history will give ourj*ing.
nK very high strung mare,fine in the trifi
trifle over 1000 pounds. Is well built
Representatives are horsemen. We
head and neck, eye full of fire, in her and well bred, being bv Baron Duncan
readers as good an idea of the advance / hea
understand that some of them are reatlt
and out of a mare by Tom Lambert.
prii was a very fast trotter.
contemplating bringing their last ones in values as they can possibly ask for. prime
From this mare Mr Hemere raised
M
It contains 180 acre s of the ven
Mr. Hemere has a big bay yearling
here for the winter. We certainly ,best
several coits, one of them, Queen by Lord
:
Arleigh, three weanlings,one
hope they will but I wrish to go on T®®”, of potato land, slopes a little in sev<
Dufferin,
a big bay mare bv Lord by .Aroostook Vassar, one by Emerell
four, directions, is never too wet to D*
3*
record right now, the horse that rour
Dufferin 2.27% was without question, and one by Lord Arleigh all good
Duf
comes to Augusta and trims these two from
J*work
701’** and thus far has never suffered the
fastest natural trotter ever bred onei
ones The weanling colt bv Mr. Hemares, (Rex is an unknown quantity) r™n drouth.
iu
ju Aroostook county. As a four year mer
mere’s young stallion Emerell is one
Nelsonita 2 23% for a quarter mile . One hundred and twenty-five acres hid
with
practically
no
preparation
of the best acting lot of trotting
the crops for 1908 were as f‘id
race and Trixy S. 2.16% for a third of Iin11.;tillage
1‘
Ithis
big
mare,
weight
very
close
to
wea
Forty aores of potatoes Ith*8
weanlings that s anus in Maine.
a mile race can go anywhere in New follows:
. yV
W
yielded
4500 barrels, 1200 bushels of, 12u0 pounds, started in the 2.24 class,
What this stock of Mr. Hemere's
England and race to the ice with per- grain,
^
ie. and
second
in
2
25
in
the
first
heat
won
85
tons
of
hay.
was
would do with training no one knows
feet confidence, for he will have to
second
in
2
21%
in
the
next
heat,
but
Gross
receipts
at
present
prices:
and
I will say this much, for several
have a very good pacer to do the 4^^
Very naturally she “caught the red yea:
45'0" bbls, potatoes at $1.75
$7875. ( Ver
years I have been more or less inter
trick.
este
1200 bu. oats at .65
•
780. r rag’” in the third one.
ested in horses, would always leave a
Do not fail to read the advertise*- 35
Queen Dufferin is as smooth as a gooi
85 tons hay at 12.
l*'20.L Q
good dinner to look over a good horse.
ment of the fast colt Senator Patchen,
--------- 1 smelttoday,can
sme
runaway on the trot,is I nt
never in my life saw so good acting
which makes its first appearance, in
thought to be in foal to a son of a lo
$9675.! Moi
lot of trotting gaiteu colts turned
this issue He is the only son of that
Q
n
Baron
Duncan.
Baron
Duncan
stands
out
On this farm there is an up to date! Kar
of one barn as D D. Hemere of
wondeifU race horse, Joe Patchen 8e
t
o
j
in
the
Provinces,
is
by
Baron
Wilkes
Lud
set of buildings, but nothing elabor-J *n t
Ludlow showed me Not a nacer in
2.01% that stands in Maine. His ate. Ten y»ars ago it sold for $55*0,1 2 18, dam by Axtell(3) 2.12.
the bunch, or a mixed gaited one. I
first dam Helen Simmons 2.11% by six
H)X\years ago for $8500, one year laterj Other
foais from Dottie C. that Mr. wou
°
would like very much out of mere
Simmons 2.28, sire of 103 trotters, ffor
or %$12,000 Three years later Mr> Hemere
still has on the farm are first curi
H®*1
curiosity to see the three year old
thirty-four pacers and who added G
ra
h
15-3,
1050
pounds
dark
bay
filly,
a
mar
Graham, fatlrr of the present owner,I 15-8
mare by Baron Duncan and the two
this year through brood mares by w
h‘o ►old out for $12,000 bought it’ square
trotter, gaited to step fast, by yeai
who
8Qni
year old by L >rd Dufferin fall into the
him seven, with records from 2.05% back
Baron
Dunban.a
two
year
old
bav
filly
han
back for $15,000 and sold it in 1908: ^**r
hands of a careful trainer. If out of
to 2.29%, Simmons by Geo. Wilkes ffor
or $20,000, they refused $22,000 for itl by Lord Dufferin 2 27% that turned thee
these two a man did not get a 2.15
2.22. His breeding dear back is of thiH
thiH fall
f
j loos
loose in the road, can outstep and out trot
trotter I should feel that it was use
the richest.
Thi
act
any
two
year
old
I
ever
saw
less
This seems like a very high price ac^
to buy a well bred, sweet gained
We had a good illustration of what for a farm of 180 acres, but give the shown in that manner. She is a trot
trotter.
the Joe Patchens are, as race horses, prese:
beauty,
will
be-wheh
finished
a
15-2,
present occupant three sea-one like
LEE.
right at home. Silk Patchen 2.18% the pi
present one and he will make the 1000 pounds mare that should beat
rp
as game a race mare as ever wore place pay for itself.
| 2 20 handy.
The “cabbage-snake,” like the
harness, is by Joe Patchen. the Bire
Mr. Graham is a young man, deeply • A
Another
very saleable animal in “
3
“ge
sea-serpent” is never seen outside
of Senator Patchen.
inter€
this barn is a four year old golden the columns of the daily newspaper.
interested in farming but is not very this
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TURF, FARM AND HOME.

THE CLOSE OF THE STATE
GRANGE.

(Continued from page 8.)
and visits of managers of creameries
to the farms of their patrons, som
2,000 or 8,000 in number; these mar
ked the progress in dairying the pas
year.
The needs of the future were: 1
definite knowledge of the dairy vain
of the individual cow; the improve
ment of the dairy herd; raising o
suitable grains and grasses to tak
the place in a large measure o
boughten feeds; an investigation o
in pection of the methods employe*
by creameries and city milk plants ii
handling, testing and paying for th
milk and cream purchased from th<
farmers.
Investigation made during the pas
year in this respect leads your com
mittee to think that a thorough inves
tigation of the latter should be pro
vided for.
Further work was outlined alonj
the above lines and in addition Mr
Merrill added: “It is reported tha
there is a move on foot to secure en
actment by the legislature providing
for lhe appointment by the guverno
of a commission of immigration, wh<
may be the head of some departmen
already in existence. Its office bein$
to assist farmers of Maine in securing
competent farm help.”
It was believed that grange en
dorsement of organized co-operativ*
efforts and necessary legislatioi
should be given.
Prof. W. D Hurd of Orono gave the
report of the committee on University
of Maine, urging the Grange to as si si
that institution in securing more
buildings for housing several differ realize how much depends upon us to
money from the State treasury.
develop this grand vocation in our
He spoke as follows: “Your com ent breeds of fowls.
“Through the extension department; state which offers to us so many
mittee appointed to report on th€
University of Maine beg leave to of the college of agriculture it isi different channels by which to do so.
“First of all, we believe that the
possible for every citizen of the statei
submit the following:
“The l«8t report of the president oi although he be unable to go to thei people of Maine engaged in agricul
the university shows a total enroll university to receive instruction in tural pursuits should do all in their
ment of 886 studenis. This number agriculture through the free cor power to unite the book studies of the
is considerably larger than previous respondence courses, the free demon school with the actual work of the
years and speaks well for the con strations, by personal visits from thei farm and home. Thus better qualify 148 MIDDLE ST., LEWISTON, ME.
tinued popularity of this institution faculty when requested or by inform ing our young people to apply their
both with n and outside the borders ation furnished by letter. Thisi knowledge to working out the daily
feature of the work is especially to• problems of life.
FRUIT and PRODUCE
of the state.
“A study of the conditions of agri
“The state university idea is one be commended and we trust that the
POULTRY and EGGS
culture
in
the
different
parts
of
the
members
of
our
order
will
avail
them

comparatively new to New England.
The ideal university, supported by selves of the chance to receive the world reveals the fact that the better
state and national funds, is one benefits coming from one or all of the education of the farmers the
greater th»ir influence in public COVSIGNMENTS SOLICITED.
wherein all the people can if they so these lines of work.”
“We find that the trustees of the affairs and the more liberal the home WRITE OR TEL. FOR PRICES.
desire receive instruction in the
various arts, sciences, and industries university are unanimous in the re adornment.
27 30
“Therefore as thinking men and PROMPT ATTENTION.
either by presenting themselves as quest that future support of the uni
students at the doors of the institu versity be granted on the basis of a women let us encourage every new
tion or by receiving extension lec fractional mill tax. Not only would and useful invention that helps to
turers or instructors in their own the cause of education be promoted bv build up the great agricultural in
communities. The increased appro giving a constant and continuous terests of our state For by so doing
priation made by the state legislature source of income relieving the feeling we will improve our social conditions
of two years ago has enahled our state of uncertainty which must necessarily and thus become more intelligent,
university to broaden its scope of exist prior to and doling a session of develop a higher standard of manhood
teaching and to add several depart the legislature, hut such a measure and womanhood among ourselves and
We have three mares and two geld
ments and instructors which add to would also place the university edu become more prosperous in every ings that will road from 10 to 12 miles
way.
cational
system
above
and
out
of
the
its efficiency as a useful factor In the
hour, not a puller in the bunch. Any
“Since the permanent success of an
plane of petty politics and we desire
State.
doctor or business man wanting a road
our
agriculture
depends
upon
the
at
this
time
to
place
ourselves
on
“Through its College of Arts and
horse should see these. Will show
Sciences it is supplying teachers to record as favoring such a plan for the intelligence of our farmers, we be goods and sell right.
lieve that the different state depart
normal schools, high schools and support of of this institution.
“With the close of the present ments interested in the work should
HUTCHINSON & DYER
academies. Through its college of
Agiiculcure it is furnishing men calendar year the university finds it continue to follow out the line of 27tf
Livermore Falls, Maine
fitted to take up scientific lines of self again without its support. In work already adopted by them in
work in Experiment stations, Agri creased numbers of students demand encouraging and arousing those
cultural colleges, state departments of larger laboratories, more class rooms, engaged in agricultural pursuits to a
agriculture as well as sending men more teachers and more apparatus. keen sense of the importance of the
back to Maine farms better fitted to New buildings are needed to accom industry which must ever engage the
take up the affairs of rural com modate more of the largest and most attention of a greater portion of the
munities. Through its Engineering important departments of the institu population of our state.
“And we as patrons should en
departments men are beiDg sent out tion. New dormitories are needed so
to take their part in building up some that our sons Jmay live < heaply, courage farmers and the followers of
of the greatest manufacturing and comfortably, and under sanitary con all other vocations to help promote
• commercial enterprises of the day. ditions. Therefore, we as members the interests of our agriculture for we
In fact there is hardly a line of of the Maine State grange, recom well know that whatever prouutes
human endeavor but what is being mend that the legislature look care the interests < f agriculture adds to
touched by the graduates of this insti fully into tne needs of our state the prosperity of all other industries
university, pursue liberal policy in its of the state.
tution.
2.19*
“While our state is justly cele
and grant such funds as will
“We as patron'* should feel especial support
in keeping with the size and brated for its agriculture, yet the
ly gratified at the support that has be
wealth of the state of Maine and in enormous production of the farms of
I will make a low price on
been given and the growth that has accord
with the policy of states the state for the last half century has
been made in the college of agricul toward
this
pacer to a cash customer.
come out of an agriculture having
ture. The la>t annual report shows nature.” institutions of a similar many faults. In a large degree there
that during the past year 657 have re
A. Rogers of Brunswick, chairman has been one crop farming, crop rota NO TRADES.
reived instruction through this de of E.
the
committee on co-operation urged tion as practiced has often been too
partment of the university. This is a the farmers
He is pure white, age don’t
tdo moore buying together ishort and unwise.
gain of two per cent over last year.
“The grasses and leguminious hurt him, is fat and sleek, has
and thus cut out the profi s of the
“The Agricultural building for jobbers and middlemen on such crops
have been neglected, domestic
<
which appropriation was made by the things as flour feed implements ferti animals have not entered as they all his old-time speed, will
last legislature is now nearing com lizer etc. John E. Abbott of North ishould into the farm economy, fertil brush fast to sleigh without the
pletion and wi.l be dedicated next Berwick presented the report of the izers made on the farm have been
month. It provides offices, class committee on agriculture.
Is clean and free
wasted, improper tillage has been hopples.
rooms and laboratories for eight de
“Your committee fully realize igiven the growing crops. All due to from bunches, goes perfectly,
partments and is the largest building how intimately interwoven into every ;a lack of interest in the work that of
on the grounds.
web and woof of our work and all the itself gives to the laborer more of sound, wind of the best, a safe
“A complete poultry plant, separate great and noble vocations and in- Jhealth, wealth and happiness than horse for anyone to drive.
other known vocation.
;
and distinct from the buildings us«d dustries is this basic industry, agri- any
“Our state has a world wide repu
by the experiment station, has, dur culiure.
Stands 15-3, will weigh
for its beautiful scenery and
“Also that rt is the foundation tation
1
ing the last four months, been
homes and in these particular 1000 lbs. For price, inquire
i
erected for purposes of instruction. stone upon which the reports of the summer
The buildings consist of an inncuba- other committees are built and the features we believe as true Patrons
tor cellar with laboratory above, a complete foundation for the noble we should endeavor in every way iof W. N. MERRILL, Gar
we can to keep it in the first place
winter brooder house, a fattening and order of Patrons of Husbandry.
27-28
(Continued on page 18.)
'diner, Me.
“As true Patrons, we should fulb
killing house and numerous small

CHAS. E. BOOTH8Y

Wholesale
Commission Merchant

For Sale

For Sale
Will Curry
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TURF, FARM AND HOME.

A MARKET FOR YOUB HIDES,
TALLOW AND BONES.

Position Wanted’

Almost everybody knows that the
place to send Beef Hid»'s, Horse
Hides, Calfskns, Sheep Pelts, Tallow
and Bones is to C. S. Page, H\de
Park, Vermont who pays highest
prices; remits the day following the
arrival of goods at Hyde Park; pays
the freight on shipments of 200
pounds or more, and keeps his cus
tomers at all times posted as to mar
ket^ values.

I want a position on a stock
farm for a sober, industrious,
capable man.
He has had a
lot of experience with colts,
stock horses, and is a good
trainer.
better than the
BUYING POTATOES
average driver. I cheerfully
reccomend this man in every An extra good load of horses
way. H. H. LEE, Augusta.1,! will arrive next Saturday, ! I am prepared to buy potatoes and
shall load at the Waterville depot.
weighing from 1000 to 1750 Highest cash market price paid. F. A.
We Manufacture all kinds o f
pounds each.
Some good WING, 13 Morrill Ave., Waterville,
Me. Tel. 521-2.
lOtf
matched pairs.
And furnish them tired, banded and
Please call and see them

FORJ5ALE

BROKEN CRACKERS
are as fresh a s whole ones and can be
bought at $2 per barrel f. o. b.
Woicester (about 50 pounds to the
barrel) from the factory of NEW
ENGLAND BISCUIT CO. Worcester,
Mass., manufacturers of the famous
‘Coasted Butter Crackerg,” “Little
Brothers Lunch Biscuit,” etc. Check
or money older must accompany
order. W rite us.
22-29.

Team & Farm Wagon Wheels

A 2- year old Stud Colt by Vassar.
Dam by Lyre Bird by Jay Bird.
Would sell or exchange for a good
driving horse. Thiscoh isroan in color, boxed, with Concord axles, welded and
17-tf
good fair size, nice feet and limb9, set. Write for particulars.
PROMPT SHIPMENTS.
sound and smooth, nice gated and will
step fast. This colt is nicely broken,
fearless of all objeicts. For further A. E. STEVENS & CO.. Portland, Me.
information inquire of

BOX 226
CORRINA

MAINE

J. M. EASTMAN FARM AGENCY.
90 acres cuts 15 tons hay 1,000 cords
wood, plenty of buildings, 3% miles
to smart manufacturing town. Price
$«00 including crops. Sold on easy
terms.
100 acres, 40 cords wood, cuts 85
tons hay, pasture for 10 head stock, 20
to 40 barrels apples, good set of
building, near school, 4 miles to Rail
road. $1000 on easy terms.
J. M. EASTMAN,
Benton Station, Me. Tel.

Ferguson Sale
Stable
45 PARK ST.,

NEWLY FURNISHED AND RENO
LEWISTON, ME.
VATED

PREBLE

High Class, Fresh

NATIVE & WESTERN,

HORSES

HOUSE

Portland, Maine.

The most centrally located house
in the city of Portland. Is located
the busiest square in the city
now, ai;'jI in
and adjoins the famous Longfellow
a week.l mansion.

1

Coming right along
the rate of a carload
Every horse guaranteed.

F. M. GRAY, Manager.

Have also a fine line of new
carriages and harness, robes ,C. W. GRAY, Proprietor.
and blankets. Everything in I
the horse clothing line.
Local and Long Distance ’Phoned

46tf

'.RING US UP, PLEASE.

J. R. BEAN
DETROIT, MAINE

Speed For Sale
Bay Pacer, mark 2.14Foaled June is new and absolutely fire-proof; stone
6, 1897. Can step quarter in 80 sec. floors, nothing wood*’but the doors
half in 1.03. Kind and clever, saf« Equipped’with’its own vacuum clean
for lady to drive, one you can rac< | ing plant/ Long distance telephone in
anybody’s horse with, one of th | 9very room.
fastest brush horse in the State I Offers rooms with hot and cold
Reasons for selling. This horse it• ’! wwter $1.00 per day and up; rooms
from Missouri and will show you.
i with private bath $1.50 per day and
P. O. BOX 215,
27tf Sanford, Me. up; suites of’two rooms and private
bath, <$3.00 per day and up. Offers
weekly1 rates“with hot and cold’ water
and shower baths of $0.00 to $9 00;
with private bath, $9.00 to $12.00;
suites, two rooms and bath, $15.00 to
$22.00.
**The2 Commonwealth is strictly a
of establishing a manu
temperance house.
’STORER F CRAFTS, Manager.
facturing plant of any
Send for Booklet.

Have fou an Idea
kind and looking for
a location for same?
If so, why not investi
gate

Bangor & Aroostook

R. R. Territory?
Desirable sites are
numerous on this line,
and we would be glad
to help you in selecting
one. If interested,
write to
G. F. SNOW, Special Agt.
Bangor & Aroostook R. R.
Bangor
- 27tf Maine
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WHITE WYANDOTTES

be given, also other information con
cerning the course, will be sent by ap
plying to the Dean of the College of 20 years a Wyandotte breeder.
Agriculture, University of Maine, rnished manv of the large breeders
Orono, Maine.
ibirds for Boston and New York.
■

——-

MAINE STATE POULTRY SHOW,
EIGHTH ANNUAL EXHIBI
TION, AUDITORIUM, PORT
LAND. DEC. 29-JAN. 1.

ject of admiration. As a result they
became an unknown quantity in the
exhibition room. The Maine State
Poultry Association took the matter
under consideration, discussed it at
its meetings; some of its officers
made purchases of breeding stuck in
far distant southern and western
states from flocks free from disease.
The stock purchased has been success
fully bred aud tne results will be seen
on exhibition at rhe coming show at
Portland, where will be seen the larg
est showing of turkevs ever assembled
in New England; every domesticated
breed will be represented; something
never before seen even when turkeys
were common on every farm.
The influences of these annual exhi
bitions upon the quality of the poul
try produced is very apparent in the
superior specimens seen on exhib
ition. In years gone by it has been
the custom to send away to distant
breeders to s1 cure new and improved
blood for breeding purposes Maioe
was not known to the poultrymen of
the country as producing the best.
This has been changed, so today
would be purchasers come to Maine
to purchase exhibition as well as
breeding stock Many sales are an
nually reported at good prices. Sin
gle birds selling for fifty and one hun
dred dollars each
The annual exhibition at Portland
Dec. 29—Jan. 1 will be the rallying
point for Ma'ne breeders and every
one interested in this branch of agri
culture should make an effort to at
tend for at least a day, examine the
exhibits and exchange ideas with the
various exhibitors, thereby gaining
profitable information at the same
time enjoying a pleasant day well
spent.

LOOK TO THE NEEDS OF THE
MARKET.
----------

Have fur
with show
At Brock
tton, three birds exhibited won three firsts,
ssixty-one competing. More lsts, 2nds and 3ds
i:in the open class at Lewiston, 1902, than all
oothers combined, including the one hundred
ddollar sweepstakes silver cup, for the best
eexhibit any variety, 1st cock, 95; 1st hen,
95J4
9
1st cockerel, 95; 1st pullet, 95J4. A. C.
1Hawkins, Judge. Sample of egg record from
customers: 59 eggs in 60 days from 1 hen, 76
c
eggs
in three months from 1 hen, 53 eggs In
60
from 1 hen. Also breeder of Silver
®and days
Golden Wyandottes. Eggs, $2.00 per sit
titing. Stock for sale at all times.
SILAS BARTLETT,
Lewiston, Maine.

Before getting ready for the chicken
hatching season it iB well to have an
idea of what will be needed in the
markets and gauge the flocks as to
Largest Entry in History of Show—.
their
respective qualities thereby.
Every Breed of Domesticated Tur
For instance, if certain weight
keys to be on Exhibition—Waterfowl
broilers are desired aim to hatch tlVE
i
and Pigeons in Large Numbers—
POULTRY WANTED
them from the best stock and reach
Entries from Exhibitors from Many
the desired weight in the shortest
Eastern States and Canada will
Highest market prices, immediate
space of time. Live fowls this returns.
r(
make up a Grand Show.
Pricet heie average higher
season brought as high as 14 to 16 tlthan in Boston, with a saving to the
cents per pound in New York and shipper of one half the expte«s Give**
Undoubtedly more people are in
broilers under three pounds sold for 80 me
° a trial shipment, no matter how
small; and compare returns with
terested in the breeding of poultry
cents per pound. There is always a others.
°
than in any other one branch of
great demand for spring ducks at the
Write for weekly quotations, and
directions.
summer resorts even before the Easter shipping
si
husbandry.
GEORGE H. LIBBY
This is true from the fact that it is
season opens, so take thought ahead
So. Portland, Me.
and get your birds ready for the 100
11 Mitchell St.
not necessary for one to own a farm
28lf
market in time
.
in order to tngage in this industry;
whife large numbers of poultry kind
In some sections the farmers have
are reared on the farms atd in rural
an excellent opportunity to raise GRANGE MOWING MACHINE CO.
sections, yet a gccd percentage of the
chickens for the early season, for tbfeir
poultry produced is grown in the
crops do not need much attention
The Grange Mowing and Harvest
ing Machine Company, organized at
until after that time and the labor li
larger villages and cities.
to deal in agricultural
can be made to reap great profits from Lewiston,
P
Within the past few years this in
implim^nts yesterday filed a certifi
dustry has taken new life in Maine
the fowls. Retain the best layers for C]
cate of incorporation at the office of
and gained impetus from the annual
the mothers and if the hens are not the
tl secretary of st^te, Augusta.
exhibitions held in different sections
The amount of the capital stock
broody, which will probably be the
of the State. Particularly those held
is placed at $5 >0,000 of which $300.0(0
at Waterville in the early fall and the
case, use incubators and hatch ducks is
paid in. The par value of a share
annual state show held at Portland in
and chicks in time to reach the late is $25. The incorporators are George
the early winter.
winter and early spring resorts and B
B. Bearce, John D. Clifford and
Line all great undertakings these
then hatch out another lot for the William H. Newell of Lewiston;
exhibitions commenced in a small
Martin Jewell of Clinton and Frank
spring season.
way. have grown to dimensions far
W. Gifford of Fairfield. John D.
beyond the most sanguine expecta
If the other work on the farm has cClifford is the president and George
tions of their promoters.
not taken too much of the farmer’s g
B. Bearce is the treasurer.
The State show will be held in the SHORT POULTRY COURSE AT time he can also continue and have
chicks
ready
for
shipment
until
late
Auditorium at Portland, Dec 29th—
in the spring but generally the farm
Jean. 1st and will be the largest in
THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE.
To appreciate the power of parents’
work takes a great deal of time and if j,
numbers of poultry kind ever as
influence over the lives of their child
he
utilizes
bis
labor
to
advantage
he
r<
sembled in the State. Maine men
ren, we need only to observe the un
officer aud manage this exhibition and The short poultry course giv«n by will find that his fowls will have bounded faith of the babe If that
reaped
quite
a
profit
as
a
side
issue.
—
jfaith is e'er destroyed, it is not the
it is truly a state of Maine poultry
f.
show; it is an exhbition of interna the College of Agriculture at the The Commercial.
fault
of the child.
tional importance, competition being University of Maine will be held
open to the world, fanciers from March 15h to April 2nd. 1909.
Portland, me., dec, 29. so, si,and
many states and even Canada send
their best specimens for competition The course is given for the benefit
JoMovso£11 to attend and do
as an award in the keen competition for those who desire accurate inform
thus afforded, is held in the highest ation on the subject of incubators
esteem from an advertising point of and brooding, feeding poultry, select
view.
ing breeding stock, judging and scor
At the early exhibitions of this as
sociation 590 or 600 birds was deerped ing feeding, preparing, dressing and.
We shall have at the hall, Cyphers Incubators and Brooders, Mwnns Bone
a good showing and was looked upon marketing poultry, but who cannotD Cutters. Clover Cutters, Root Cutters, Farmers Boilers, Grit B* xes. Grain
with considerable pride by the man leave their business for any greatt Boxes, Drinking Fountains, Bosion Dry Feed Hoppers, Leg Bands,Nest Eggs,
agement: turkeys were never seen length of time.
Wire Nests rind Egg Cases. Also Oy ter Shells. Grit, Beef Scraps, Bone,
and water fowl only in small num The faculty of instruction during» Scratch Feed, Chick Feed, Mash, Fattening Feed, Growing Feed, Alfalfa
bers. The coming exhibition will the short course will co sist of Deanj Clover Meal. ‘ Package Foods,” and many other necessities for successful
show the great growth and advance W. D Hurd of the College of Agri. Poultry Growing.
ment that has been made not only in culture;
Dr F. L. Russell veterin
the numbers of exhibitors, but as arian; Professor
P. A. Campbell,
well in the quality from the utility Professor of Animal
Industry; Pro
and fancy stand point.
fessor V. R. Gardner, Horticulturist;
The Barred Plymouth Rock is with and Professor W A. Brown in charge '
out question the most popular breed of the poultry plant of the College of
and over 200 specimens from the best Agriculture Besides those who are
fanciers yards of the East will be regularly engaged at the College the
seen, competition will be keen as following well known authorities on
nearly four hundred dollars will be poultry
Will be held at the Auditorium, Portland, Me.
management have been
awarded in prizes. The solid silver engaged for one week’s instruction
trophy cup valued at $100, presented each: Mr. John H. Robinson. Editor
Dec. 20, 30, 31, 1908 and January 1st, 1909
to the association by the late Hon. of Farm Poultry, who will give
ENTRIES CLOSE DECEMBER 19, 1908
Joseph H Manley has added much to lectures
and demonstrations
on
the iutere^tu in this class; ai d tha systems of poultry keepb g. poultry
awarding of this trophy at the coming house construction, poultry, breeders
show will be one of the most interest problems, egg production and selling
Please be sure and get your entries in before that
ing featares.
poultry products. Mr. VV. H. Card
date.
This is to be the biggest and best show yet.
Single Comb Brown Leghorns are of Manchester, Ct , who will give
easily the leaders in the egg produc lecture’' on types and breeds and give
Come
and
help make it a success.
ing breeds and vaireties and make •demonstrations
<
on scoring and judg
a particularly strong class with keen ing the different breeds; and Profes
A. L. MERRILL, Sec., Auburn.
sor F. C. Elford, of MacDonald Col
competiti on.
The Wyandotte has long been a pop lege St. Anne de Bellvue Quebec, one
the leading Canadian authorities
ular breed with a strong showing at of
<
Portland. This season will be no ex- 1on fattening, killing and preparing
ception. The Whites in the past have poultry for market, who will lecture
and demonstrate this work.
been the leaders, but this year a new on
'
star has appeared in the Wyandotte During the past year the College of
has built a complete
firmament, in the Columbian variety Agriculture
.
plant ^for purposes of in
with a strong following for first posi- poultry
;
This includes an incuba
tion
Every breeder of this new struction.
«
house and laboratory; a winter
member of the Wyandotte family tor
i
should visit the show and inspect 1brooder house a building devoted to
what promises to be the best exhibi- ipen and crate fattening, a poultry
house, and several types of
tion of this variety ever shown at killing
1
Poitland.
icolony houses The leading breeds of
The growing of turkeys was once a fowls are kept to be used in the teach
profitable branch of Maine agriculture ing of this work.
No tuition is charged to anyone
and nearly every farm had its flock.
Cholera, blackhead, the ravages of who desires to take the course and
the
expense of board aud room is
dogs and wild animals soon made in
roads on the industry until a flock of :reasonable.
turkeys was a rare sight and an ob A circular describing the work to

nnm Trsv mimif
rOULTnY SHOW
j Exhibition ot Poultry Supplies
! KENDALL & WHITNEY,
Maine

4
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RECENT SALES AT WINDEMERE L Verrill Auburn Sir Gans De Koi,
John C. Bartlett to A. H. Thompson,
FARM.
Limestone. Cows Fernside Daria,
Hortense Fernside and Ideal Shy,
A F. Hollis and J. H. Heald of Charles L. Pclsifer to Clarence L.
East Sumner have just purchased a Pul8ifer,Ejst Poland. Perebel Counhandsome son of Arthur’s Pride by t ss E. S. Gifford to E. A. Bailey,
Melia’s Marigold Pogis
Winthrop. Poland Fern Side 2d,
H. L Smith has recently purchased Charles L. Pulsifer to C. D. Austin,
a son of Dora of W a 15 lb. cow by Auburn.
the same sire to serve on tl e daugh
ters of a son of Arthur’s Pride he
bought six years ago.
SOME RECENT RECORDS OF
W. F. Eastman of N Haverhill, N.
MAINE HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN.
H., who selected four years ago a
bull of the same breeding, recently
placed an order tor a bull calf and a
The following official records of
heifer calf for himBelf and a <bull calf
for a friend. These gentlemen made Holstein-FrieRian cows in Maine are
wLe selections, for this breeding is reported by Superintendent of Ad
the result < f ten years wide experi vanced Registry M H. Gardner.
ence in raising the best Jersey stock. Unless otherwise mentioned, these
official records are for a period of
seven consecutive days.
BREEDERS’ NOTES.
They are made under the careful
supervision of state agricultural col
D. I. Walker & Son of Madison, the leges or experiment st- tions, and
well known breeders and exhibitors of their accuracy is vouched for by
fancy Hereford steers have three pairs them:
Paula Lincoln 513, age 8y. 9 m.
of well mated calve- that they are in
tending to get into line for the big 27 d., days from calviDg 22: Milk
4< 8 9 lbs., per cent fat 31 6, fat 12.936
fairs next fall.
lbs Breeder, A. K. Marsh, bimonsMr. Elmer Nichols of Starks, who ville. Owner, C. L Jones, Corinna.
has for years ranked as the most i romJohanna Sarcastic Posch 82634 age
inent breeder and expon< nt of Dick 3 y. 6 m 26 d., days from calving 8:
inson Merino Sheep in Maine; and Milk 888 4 lbs , per cent fat 2 98. fat
the absence of whose flock at the fairs H 559 lbs.
Breedeia, Knapp &
last fall was noted at the time, in Pierce, East Chridon, vhio. Owner,
forms U' that he is still taking much D. H. Mudgett, Dexier,
pains with his breeding. A little more
To^-us Lucy 2d 87907, age 3 y. 5 m.
than a year ago he received some new 15 d . days from calving 88: Milk
blood from an Ohio breeder.
He 379 8 lbs. per cent fat 3.06. far 11.598
thinks he now has the best bunch of lbs. Bruder.
National Soldiers
young stuff he ever bred. Mr. Home,
Togus,
Owner,
D. IL
Nichols has a flock of some seventy at Mudgett, Dexter.
the present time.
W H. Farrier, a We^t Ripley farmer
MERINO AS A MUTTON DAM.
is quite an en.husiastic Holstein man.
He is wintering a herd of seventeen,
twelve of which are registered He
It is my experience that a novice in
began breeding Holsteins eig it years
ago bv the purchase of a good heifer the'sheep business is pretty sure to
from the Keene Stock Farm herd, and choose as the kind to suit him some
from her have sprang all of bis pres of the mutton breeds, more often the
ent r« gister d animals she having Shropshire or his cro ses, one reason
growtd an excellent breeder, and he
has been unu-ually fortunate in the for this being their handsome robust
way of a very large percentage of and Btrong appearance. Other breeds
heifer calves One or two heifers of mutton sheep, of course, have their
have been sold from the Jot For admirers and they are all good wi-h
males to breed from Mr. Farrier has proper surroundings and care, and the
purchased, three limes in sucCe Sion, world needs each and every breed ex
young bulls from the best sirains isting but the mutton breed-* will not
bred at t e logus Home The last flombh unless proper conditions
one, the pie-ent head, of his herd is exist, whic • means an abundance of
an excellent individual now about 17 rich herbage at d supplementary feed
of rich fo-His in its ab ence became,
months old.
being quick maturing, fhev cannot
E. M Atkins & Son of Dexter are stand
or over-stocking of
becoming much intere-ied in the grazingneglect
land On the contary the
breeding of Holstein stock. Their Merino breed
the Delaine
herd is headed by a fine young bull type of large 8of’ze which
is in my opinion
purchased last fall of D. M. Mudgett. the most profitable and
ideal kind for
They have a good heifer that came
of climate and purposes, be
from the Keene Stock Farm and have aingvariety
slow to develop and Cosmopolitan
lately purchased tfcree heifers at the
its nature, is t-atiafied with very
Paul farm in Garland Besides these in
scanty herbage seeming to be
registered animals they have a good little, buitabie
if large range is pro
herd of giades and are wintering most
vided
capable
much priv
about twenty head with ten or more ation, eat andof enduring
on a greater
cows in milk One grade lioifer has variety of food, thrive
profitable years
been giving forty pounds of milk per after the mutton be
t-heep has outlived
c.ay, that te>ted 2-10 per cent The its usefulness, acclimated
almost
Messrs. Atkins are patrons of the En any climate, produce a inprofitable
terprise Creamery at Dexter. 1 he flefee even at extreme old age and, ini
younger member of the firm, Mr. Al fact, the most all ro»*nd profitable for
beit N. Atkins, a young man still in
usefulness over a greater area
his teens, is very entbiifia-tic over the general
country and climate than any breed
Holsteins and has devoted much time of
sheep which at present exists on
and study to the literature of the of
is eaith.
breed. In fact he is regarded as one th Besides,
I have found it has noi
of the best infornn d authorities on equal for another
purpose, which may
Holstein pedigrees in that section of be a surprise to many
of you—i. e ,
the country.
the production of so-called “hot
house” la ubs. Having imself pro
RECENT TRANSFERS OF PURE duced in the past ten years perhapsI
BRED STOCK.

Guernsey cattle transferred in
Maine from Nov. 80 to Dec. 5, 1908
were as follows: Bulls Duke of
Houlton 18956, C. G. Dondero. to
George
H.
Bean,
Houlton,
Squire Richards 18957, C. G. Dondero, to Nathan W. Richard®, St. Al
bans, Squire Taylor 13955 C. G,
Dc.ndero to F II. Taylor, Belgrade,
Me Cows: Clodis of Von Don 20852.
C. G. Dondero to George H. Bean,
Houlton,
Von
Don
Duchess
25855. C. G. Dondero to Nathan W.
Richarda St. Albans
Tran fers
of
Holstein-Friesian
cattle in Maine for the week ending
December 5, 1908, were as follows:
Bulls Beauty ClothiIde Duchess 2d
Lad, P. M. Austin & Son to Arthur

very much more of this product than
any other individual in America, and
having utilized for twenty years
nearly every breed and their crosses
for this purpose, I have been forced to
the conclusion that, taking them all
around and for all purposes, which
include early breeding, easy keening,
production of wool, quality of lambs
produced when properly mated to
mutton rama, reasonably good Buck
lers of extremely rich milk, hardiness
and length of service, the great, big
smooth “champion steer” tvpe of
ewes, so-called Delaines, absolutely
have no equal.—Geo. M. Wilber.
It is almost as necessary to keep the
atmosphere of the house moist as it is
to keep it warm in winter. A vessel
containing water always should be
kept on the stove.
T

HOOD FARM JERSEYS
UTILITY and BEAUTY
Solid Color Bull Calf..
Dropped
Sept. 25, 1908. Sire, Hood Farm Pogis
9tb.
Entered in register of Merit,
Class A. Only bull so entered whose
siie and dam are likewise entered.
Sire of 15 in Register of Merit, includ
ing the World’s Champion Yearly Au
thenticated Test Heifer, Figgis 20th of
Hood Farm, 8182 lbs. milk, testing 557
lbs 8 oz. butter.
Dam, G. F. Postman’s Eagle, Imp.,
milked 45 lbs one day. By Postman,
a grandson of Uncle Peter and Everton
King 9th. a brother of Jenny Lind,
first in milk trials over Jersey
Second dam, Eagle, Parish Prize ’01,
sold for $4 0 at auction. By Marion,
first over Jersey ’91, by Golden Lad
and out of Cicero’s cowslip 3d.
For price address

Hood Farm, Lowell, Mass.
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DIRECTORY

OF NEW
BREEDERS.

ENGLAND

Below we publish a list of the lead
ing breeders of live stock in New Eng
land. The list is not complete, but is
a fair representation. The price for a
line under this heading is $3.50 per
year, including a year’s subscription to
the Turf, Farm & Home. Every Breed
er in New England is invited to send
us a line for this directory. The breed
ers represented here are all reliable
people and any of our readers in
search of cheap animals of the various
breeds represented, will do well to
write them for particulars.
TUNIS SHEEP.
John W. Staples, Elliott Depot, Me.
CHESTER SWINE.
Lyman Blair, Hillside Farms, Green
ville, Me.
CATTLE CLUB AND MAINE STATE
JERSEYS.
Dr. H. M. Mouiton, Elm Hill Farm,
Cumberland Ctr., Me.
HOLSIE1N CATTLE.
New Meadows Stock Farm, W. F.
Dunton, Bath, Maine.
HEREFORD CATTLE.
D. H. Tingley & Son’s, Readfield,
Maine.
BERKSHIRE SWINE.
F. H. Hayes, Dexter, Maine.

ELM HILL FARM.
“Kathleen’s Son” and “Flying
Fox” blood through two of their best
so is “Kathlos” and “Flying kFox
Victor ” Youdg cows and heifers
that are as promising as were Bangor
Maid, Easter Maid Ferrana and
Blonde Briggs at the same age; also
some bull caives by the above sires. 1
will sell any animal in my herd or I
will sell the whole herd. Ten two
year old heifers with first calf and
fine cows averaged 36 lbs. 18 oz
butter last month per head. Address
ELM HILL FARM,
Box 125
Cumbex land Centre, Me
44

KALORAMA

BERKSH1RES

Every farmer should have at least^a
SMALL FLOCK OF SHEEP
None as profitable as tl e
A limited number of young sows bred

SOUTHDOWNG

to a grand imported boar for March
and April farrow.
Also a fine lot of fall pigs of the Their fleece brings the Highest Price
highest quality and breeding at very and for early Lambs and mutton they
are the Leading Breed.
attractive prices.
35-if
CALVIN J. HUSON, Penn Yan, N. Y.

BILLINGS FARM, Woodstock, Vt

can supply breeding sheep of this
BEST OF BREEDS FOR FOUNDA
TION STOCK, OF THE HIGH
EST BREEDING AND
INDIVIDUALITY.
FOR SALE—At Reasonable Prices
—HOLSTE1N-FKIES1AN CALVES.
Address
S re, Lord Netherland Count De Koi,
sou of Lord Netherland De Koi, sire George Aitken, Mgr., Woodstock, Vl.
of 66 A. R. O. daughters, four with 28-40
(
records better than 20 lb. Dam,
Countess Pauline Paul, butter record
19 lb. 8.7 oz in 7 days.
Correspondence solicited. Photo
graphs of Calves furnished if desired.
For you, if you have the right
SVMUEL J. TILDEN, Prop
kiud—good individuals close in pedi
8-20
New Lebanon, N. Y.
gree to the World’s largest record
cows. Why limit your efforts (and
your profits) by keeping natives or
Windemere Jerseys
grades when the same care ai d feed
will maintain pure bred Holsteins
O. I. C. Swine.
that will produce more and better
milk and butter than cows of any
Bull, dam, test 15 lbs., 7 days, sire other breed and give you calves that
half-brother to Peer’s $15,000 Melia will sell readily at good prices? If
Aim bull; bull, sire Mabie’s Poet, sold you wish to e tablish a» Hoistein herd,
for $3,000, out of imported dam
Both it is important that you start right—
solid color, yearling, very handsome, and that you start now. You are per
fectly safe in dealing with an old re
vigorous. Best business bred stock.
liable institution like Brookside Herd,
WINDMERE FARM,So.Windham,Me. which was founded in 1876, and has
always been in the lead. This herd
now numbers upwards of 850 head,
of all ages and offers you anything
you may want in good Holsteins. If
you want to get into a paying busi
This farm of 125 acres is to be sold for the above reasons. Situated 8 miles ness, buy some Holsteins now; if not
from Corinna village. On the main road. Wo >d and lumber enough on the a whole carload at least a pair of
place to more than pay for it 80 to 35 acres good tillage land. Good set of calves such as you can buy from
buildings surrounded by fine shade. Here is an ideal place with enough stuff Brookside Herd fuf $150.00. Breed
on it which could be taken right off and which would more than pay for it. them together; develop the offspiing
Three nice wells, good orchard. This place must be sold and the price has and in a few years grow up a herd
been reduced to $ 1800.00. When you come to look at this bring $100.00 to that will be worth more than your
bind the trade for the first one wno sees it will buy.—Sho»vu by W. M Edas, farm Write today to the STEVENS
BROS., HASTINGS
COMPANY,
Corinna, Me.
140 acre farm, 8 miles from Waterville, on main road. 100 acres in fine Brookside Herd, Liverpool, N. Y.
tillage field. No rocks whatever, remainder in wood and pasture Orchard -1871
of 250 trees. Good set of buildings consisting of a 1*^ story, 7 room house
and a chance to finish three more. Good barn 44x60 with basement. Farm
ing took go with the place. This place must be closed out before February
1st. Price only $30u0 00. This will hardly pay for the house. Fine spring
Water can be brought into the buildings at a very small expense. For further
particulars regarding the above call or address,
ODL1N & ODLIN, 98 Main street, Waterville, Me.

Burnemeade Farms

FARM FOR SALE TO SETTLE ESTATE.

DOLLARS IN HOLSTEINS
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DIFFERENT BREEDS OF COWS SCORE OF THE MILK AND CREAM
EXHIBIT AT DEXTER.
FOR DIFFERENT PURPOSES.
VALUE OF ADAPTATION.
One of the most important features
connected with the annual meeting of
Near where I live t’»ere is a Urgee the Dairvmefs Association was the
milk condensary just staitmg into0 exhibit of milk ano cream. The scor
ing of these exhibits was made by
operation. This is something newv Prof.
Ivan C. Wt Id of the dairy
here and there is considerable interest division, department of agriculture
manifest among the farmers as to thee Washington, assist d by P. F. Skolvalue of the milk of the differentt field, assistant dairy inspector Prof.
Wed stated in his lecture before the
breeds of cows for this purpose as3 association
that the exhibit was not
there is no difference in prices pidi only the large t one ever held in this
the only requirement being that otherr country, but that the score of the
milk shall be in clean. wholes< me9 samples was fully upto the average
of other exhibits Each exhibit con
condition and come up to the standard sisted of four pint jars uniformly
of four per cent butter fat, the tautea made in the regulation pint milk
as required by dealers in milk for theb bhtle-4 with paper caps. One jar from
each exhibit uas sent to Augusta,
city trade.
where Pr 1 H. D Evans director of
Not all breed ■ are alike as regards8 the State laboratory of hygiene, made
the amount of butterfat container i i1 the but ■ ii c»unt. There were 88
the milk, there b* ing much .differ- ei en ries of nrnket mi'k. 21 entries of
cream. 13 entries of Pasteuron some of them, lor instance the? market
iz d cream Of these samples 21 conJerseys and Guernseys excel in rich tuned 10 000 bacteria, seven conness of milk and its high c dor whileJ tiinui 10,000 to 15,000 bacteria, six
that of the Holsteins would b3 lower: contained 15.000 to 20,000 bacteria,
oue contlined 20,000 to 25:000 bacin butterfat but larger in amount
. teria. 14 contained 50,000 to 100,000
It has been stated by those engagedJ. bacteria. IB contained over 100.000
in the condensing business that, ofL bacteria Only two entries of milk
the principal breeds, tlw Holsteins* and three of cream were too low, the
stood in the lead, giving a large yield1 limit being 85. to participate in the
of milk and nearest to the compositon1 premiums offered.
considered the ihost profitable for the5
Score: Ninety-six and over milk 0,
disposition that is to made of it It; cream 1; 95 and over milk 4, cream 1:
will also stand carrying quite longJ 94 and over, milk 5. cream 1; 98 and
distances, as is often required better over milk 6, cream 3, Pasteurized
than that of the Jerseys which would‘ cream 4; 92 and over milk 6, cream 8.
be another argument in favor of the1 Pasteurized cream 2: 91 and over.
Holstein for this purpose.
milk 3, cream 8, Pasteurized cream
The Ayrshire is a good all around 4: 90 and over, milk 1, cream 2,
cow—that is, will give a good yield of Pasteurized cream 1; 89 and ovWr,
milk of average quality for butter, milk 4, cream 2, Pasteurized cream 1;
cheese or for sale in the markets and 88 aud over, milk 2, cream 0, Pasbears transportation well. It would tuerized cream 0; 87 and over, milk
probably rank next to the Holsteins 0, cream 2: Pasteurized cream 1; 86
in value for the condensary or might and over, milk 4, cream 0: 85 and
equal it.
over milk 1. cream 0; below 85,
Where the condensary is to be milk 2, cream 3. It was a splendid
patronized it will be found more exhibit in size and in quality.
Class 9. milk: F. O. Additoh.
profitable to select or breed cows from
the large milk producing kinds, Dexter, 95.5; University of Maine,
where the butterfat and milk solids Orono 95 37: B. Tucker & Son, Nor
are in the nearest proportion to what way 95.25; W. M. Peaks & Son. Fox
is wanted. This is advised and will croft 95.25; Dan’l, M Paddock,
probably be followed by those inter Skowhegan, 94 75; Ralph W. Hardy,
Carmel 94 5; Fred Chandler, Abbot
ested in the matter.
Village, 94 37; G. D.
Magoon,
It would not pay a farmer, having Harmony
z 94 37; James A. Hodges.
a herd yielding milk rich in butter Waterville
94; Fred F, Lunt. Farm
fat, to dispose of it to a condensary ington, 93.87;
E. B Goff, Foxcroft
but it would be just the kind or qual 93.75; A. W. Hopkins,
93.5:
ity wanted for the cream or fine but B. F. Clark, Skowhegan Dexter
5; O. R.
ter. This condensing business has set Palmer, North Dexter 93 93
5; Manderfarmers to studying and testing a
Hall, Turner Center 93.35; W.
little on their own accounts in order ville
II. Allen, Buckfield, 92.5; S J. Bar
to find out what the results might be ker,
Troy, 92.37; J. B. Vickery. Jr.,
in changing from a creamery to con Unity.
25; R E. Page, Brooks, 92;
densary, for instance, which is cer C. A. 92Knapp
Carmel, 92; C. H.
tainly commendable
Bachelder, Dexter, 92; W E. Gould,
Two farmers in a near by town, one Brooks, 91 75: Sam’l Yeaton. Farm
having Holsteins aud the other Jer ington 91 5; George B. Bradford,
seys, or their grades, and who had Turner Center, 91.25; L. E. McIn
both been patronizing the same ceam- tire, East Wateiford 90.5; Frank
ery, where sweet, pasteurized cream Mussey, Unity, 89.5; T. Ernest Ham,
was made a specialty for the city Dexter, 89.25; F. C. Shaw, South
markets and good prices were paid Waterford. 89.25; W. W. Seavey,
for both milk and cream weighed the <Trov, 88.75: C. E. Tripp, Ripley,
milk from their herds for one week, 88
, 75; C P. Bussell. Wellington 86.5;
thus finding what its value would be F. E. Stevens, Carmel, 86.5; Floyd
if delivered at the condensary at the H Holley, Farmington. 86 5; Grorge
price then paid. The one having the II. Pratt, Troy. 86.5: John H Chase,
Holsteins forty-four in number, Brooks 85 75: L H Sawyer, East
found that he would have received Corinth,
j
80; G. W. Fall, Garland, 73.
$5 00 more for his milk if it had been
Class 10 cream: Ingram C. Pierce ♦
sold at the condensary. But in this jBingham 96.5; C W. Stevens Win- ♦
case there would be no skimmed milk throp,
1
95; University of Maine, jj
left upon the farm which must be Orono,
<
94; B. Tucker & Son, Norway, o
considered.
<93.75; Mrs C. C. Crowell, Dexter, <►
C. H. Bachelder, Dexter 93 73; J
The other farmer with his thirty- 93.5;
I
three Jerseys found that he would tJames A. Hodges, Waterville, 92.25; o
W.
Andrews. Kent’s Mills,
have lost $5 00 by selling to the con- E.
j
A. L Plummer, Benton Station,92;
densary. and would not have the 92;
I
skim milk at home. The last would, Fred Magoon, Solon, 91; S. E. <►
considering this a reliable test do 1Bachelder. Richmond, 91; N. H <►
Richmond, 91; J. M. Brown, o
better to continue along with the Skelton,
J
90 25; George C Thompson, o
creamery, while the other might find Solo,
J
90.12; J W. Luce, Unan advantage in selling to the conden- Skowhegan.
J
89.75; S. E. Conant, Buckfield, 1 >
sary, but it would be rather slight ity,
j
taking everything into consideration. 189.25; W. C. Whitman & Son. Tur- o
87 87; Arthur Purkis. Buckfield, J J
This is a matter that should be ner.
i
more fully understood by dairymen. 87
£ 25; L. M. Call, Dresden 84.5; o
E. Irish, Buckfield, R. D. 82, o
They should select the breed or kinds James
c
j[
of cows that experience proves to be 80
£ 55; E. B. Goff, Foxcroft, 75.
The average score of all the samples < ►
the best adapted to the disposition
that is to be made of the milk, <of milk was 90.85, cream 90, Pas- o
cream 91.4. The association J J
whether to be sold as such in the city teurized
t
this exhibit was a move in o
markets, or as cream, butter or believes
i
cheese, or for the condensary. These the
t light direction and efforts will be <►
are all necessary methods for its dis- imade another year to extend its scope J J
position and endeavoring as all farm- and
«
value.
o
L. S. Merrill,secretary of the Maine o
ars should, to get the most possible
’s Association, Saturday anfrom their dairies, they should seek Dairymen
1
the awards made in accord- < k
for the “best wav’’ with the utmost nounced
i
with the special offer made by <►
carefulness, and then having made ance
«
Geo. M. Twitchell of Auburn for
their decision, stick to it with a firm Dr.
I
best exhibit of corn grown by n
purpose, a purpose that will bring its the
t
18 years of age. and under, ex- < ►
own reward along with it.—E. R. boys
I
Towle in Country Gentleman.
Ihibited at the meeting of the Maine +
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saliva, and cannot be acted upon by
the gastric juice of the stomach, since
that is acid instead of alkali It will
then remain unchanged until it reach
es the alkali secietions of the in
testines, and since the intestines of a
calf are comparatively short complete
digestion impossible. In ttds respect,
the calf differs from the pig, which
has a c< m jaratively small stomach
and long i testines, and any of his
food not digested before leaving the
stomach, will have ’time to do so in
the Intei-tiues. Calve- require a
certain amount of filling material
besides their milk, and will begin to
nibble at hay about the same time
they commence to eat grain and at
the age of six to eight week , will
consume from one-half to one pound
~ of hay per head daily; mixed bush
hay and lucerne is bert to commence
Dairymen’s Association at Dexter with, as the latter is inclined to prove
D<c 8-10. Premiums were awarded too loosening fur young calves. Care
ns follows:
must be taken that only clean fre-h
Be t trace of corn: Russell T. GupP’ hay is giv n to calves
till, Berwick, 1st; Fred J. Ross,
Ah considerable trouble is often exBath, 2d; George E. Robert-, Weeks
58 periei ced from scours when turning
Mills. 3d Best single ear of corn: calves out to pasture, a little green
RuRsell T Guptill. Berwick, 1st;
V feed should be given for a few days
Earl 8 Merrill Solon, 2d; Jasper E. before turning out, increa ing the
Guptill, Berwick, 2d. The associa4" ration from day to day.
tion voted to conijnue the offering of
Undoubtedly, the greatest difficulty
prize** for corn and, if possible, to ina* in rearing calves is cours and the old
crease the premiums offered, and aa proverb of “an ounce of prevention is
committee was elected to have special worth a pound of cure” is most ap
charge of the work.
plicable. The principle causes are
overfeeding, feeding cold milk, feed
ing sour milk, feeding grain with the
CALF REARING.
milk, dirty milk buckets, unwhole
some feed boxes, and irregular feed,f ing, and carelessness generally,
If it should enter into the minds of
it
When it is considered th it the
any of our readers in America, that
their dairy competitors in far awayy dairyman is laying the foundation of
IS his revenue producers, it does not
Australia are in the primer class as
dairymen, thev will be convinced too seem too much to ask him to take a
the contrary by reading the followingg little trouble so that his retiring
>f allowance may be the greater when
aiticle on the fundamental topic of
“Calf Rearing’’ which we take fromn he retires and leaves the work of
running the firm to his family or
the Queensland Dairy Bulletin:
Mortality amongst calves cuts serij- successors Good results have been
ously into the dairyman’s profits, andd obtained by the exercise of care and
is almost as great a menace to the up). attention in very different systems of
building of dairy herds as is thee calf-raising, and although it may be
grade bull. So heavy has the deathh easy to raise half a dozen calves
rate been amongst hmd-fed calves>8 successfully it requires a systematic
last summer, that many dairymen□ meihod when dealing with from,
have reverted to the svstem of once a say, thirty upwards, and any scheme
day milk ng and rearing the calves onn of feeding which will ensure each
their mothers. As this system is8 coming cow getting a fair deal in the
both expensive and harmful, a littlee struggle for existence will be of inWARWICK BOY 2.22 1-2 in 1908.
study on the question of calf rearingg teresi to all prajiical dairymen. TieChestnut Trotting Stallion. Any man that has been to the races in
ing each call to a post or stanchion
would well repay dairymen.
Maine knows what this horse can do4 fight to the end. He is very clever,
In nature, the calf gets its milkk is a good method, but inquires a confat, and can bru^h to suit.
often, but in ►mall quantities, and all- siderable amount of space, and takes
ways at blood temperatures, thereforee a deal of time when feeding time is
HARDWOOD 2.10 1-4.
nature should be imitated as far as8 on, and any system not necessitating
Black Gelding, 15 3 hands high weight 1100 lbs. Here is the best
possible. At first a calf should not bee handling the calves is much preferhigh-class brush horse in Ma ne. Has stepped % in 1 02
Wears little
fed over ten pounds milk daily,, able.
As good as we have seen is a small
rigging and does not pull or lug. Is a city-broken horse in all ways. Look
divided into three feeds; this quan
him up in the Year Book.
tity mav be gradually increased too enclosure off the calf-yard having
12 lb?, per day. After two weeks thee stalls or partitions about 2 ft. wide,
ETHEL’S PRIDE.
milk may be fed only twice daily.. and 3 ft. long, containing room f< r
Chestnut Mare, 950 lbs., fat and handsome, all style. Has been driven
Since the calf is a greedy animal1 a dozen calves, with gates at each
by a lady the past summer. As for her speed, she is from Missouri, and
there is often a great temptation to□ end, and for letting in and out in
will show you. For further particulars address
28-29
give it more than it can properlyy front of stalls is a rail about 2 ft 6
handle, thus causing scours. Over- in. high, and outside of this “another
feeding is undoubtedly one of the9 rail about 9 in. apart and 3 in. hi hDwight Edwards, - Auburn, Maine
main reasons why so many dairymeni er. In the center of each pen two
fail in raising good cavies on sepa a-- light strips of wood, 1 in -quare will
tor milk. The quantity of milki do, are nailed a rose about 9 in. apart .
should be weighed or measured att to hold the lip of specially prepared
each feed. Calves from three to five3 tins, very similar in shape to the old
weeks of age * ill consume from 10 toj belltopper hat.
The first batch of calve-' are let into
12 pounds of milk daily; from six to>
eight weeks old, fourteen to sixteeni the encl)i-ure, and’ soon find a btall
wheie the milk is awaiting
pounds daily: and from three monthsj each
1
To weigh from 2,400 to 3,000 lbs. Would like to ex
old from eighteen to twenty pounds. them. When these have finished,
Calf milk should be always warm and1 1they back out, and are passed through cchange this mare for same :
sweet. It is impossible to rear goodI ithe other gate, when a tresh lot is let
Five years old, 1100 lbs., 15.3 hands. A handsome,
calves on sweet milk one meal andI in,
i and so on till all ar^ fed. By this
r
sour the next. If impossible to havei Jmeans one person can walk along the powerful
road mare with all-ruund good action. Absolutely
x
the mi.ik sweet all the time then it; 1front of the stalls and fill the tins sound,
smooth
and kind and clever to word in any spot or
should be fed sour every meal. It isi iand give extra milk or oil to those re- s
possible to rear good calves on sour• <quiring it, attending to the whole row rplace and not afraid of anything. Color Dark Chestnut.
mlik, but as in other cases mixing thei Ju
1 the time it would take to bold a 1
Sired by son of St. Croix. Dam by son of Daniel Lam
drinks causes trouble.
Ibucket for one calf io drink out of.
chief requirement m the stall bert. Good and handsome enough for brood mare.
When the calf is two or three weeksi The
r
is to prevent one calf
old begin to feed skim milk Thei arrangement
«
Call or address
26tf
the neighbor whilst in the
stomaoh of a calf is delicate and sen- helping
1
as so n as one is finished and
sitive and any change of feed should stall;
f
out, it is passed through the
be made gradually by reducing the backs
I
IM. B. WALDRON, Exchange Stable
amount Qf whole milk by one pound gate
_______ Lewiston, Maine
The whole outfit may be construct- 17 Chapel Street______ weight per day replac ing by sc parated milk of the same amount until eed of light saplings, and med not call *
any great amount of labor in wh’ch induces them to suck one passed with this, give a mild dose of
the full meal is all t*ep«rated mil*, for
f
another’8 ears directly they finish uurgative medicine to remove it,
a:
It has been found that the sturch and erection.
€
their drink.
allay irritation of the bowels and
Another manner of holding the tins tl
fat contHined tn corn or Kaffir corn
restore t.e digestive functions. The
be by having flat rails at the
can be made to the place of f t re- would
v
Cure For Scours.
following prescription should be
sav 4 in. wide and 1 in. or more
moved from the milk Calves will heed,
I
Should gastric catarrh commonly di pensed, and divided into twelve
and cut out to bold the tiu and
begin to eat gram when ten dajs old; thick
t
it being moved about.
kknown as White Scours, occur, which powders:—Carbonate of magnesia, 8
at first put a little meal in their prevent
j
oz.; one
To summarize:—warm .sweet milk ifis caused by the milk in the stomach oz.; powdered rhubarb,
mouths after drinking their milk, and
in clean buckets, with access io I1 ecoming curdled and acting as an of the powders to be given tour times
in a short time they will go to the feed
f
irritant on the surface of the stomach a day, shaken up in a cupful of new
meal or Kaffir corn meal, bright ii
feed boxes and eat with relbh—calves corn
c
and bowels, early attention will be milk, to which two teasnoonsful of
fresh clem water, salt plenty of a:
four weeks old eating from half to hay
h
required to effect a cure before the whiskey should be added. A little
three quarters of pound per day.
ssunlight, shade in summer, shelter in re
life of the calf is endangered. The fresh milk may be given six times a
good clean quarters, with li
Never mix grain in the milk, as the winter,
v
have a thin vellow-white day.
and kindness in treatment eevacuations
’
starch of ctirn must be ch mged to regularity
r
appearance, and are of frequent oc We know of several dairymen who
sugar before it is dige-tible; this vwill usually ensure good. thrifty a]
currence, and unless checked in a few are very successful in rearing calves
change takes place only in the pres- ccalves that will gain from a pound ci
da> s the calf dies < f exhaustion.
d?
ence of an alkali, and, hence, chiefly aand a half to two pounds daily.
Give from one to two ounces of without scours who use a very small
If the grain is fed immediately
in the saliva of the mouth. When the
castor oil and a tablespoonful of quantity of cod liver oil in the skim
corn is gulped down with the milk, aafter their milk, it will make the c«
laudanum; if the curdled milk is not milk when feeding young calves.
the starch is not acted upon by the ccalves forget that loving affection la
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IN HUB MARKETS!
MAINE STATE GRANGE.

State Master,
C. S. Stetson, Alta
Overseer,
Bearce, East Eddington.
State Lecturer,
W J Thompson, South Chins
State Secretary,
S H, Libby, Auburn, R, F. D MTreasurer,
E. E. Additon, Greene.
Executive Committee,
C. S. Stetson, Alta.
C. H. Libby, AuburnGeo. Plummer, Cbar’stcn,
Coaumbus Hayford, Maysville Ctr.
L, W. Dyer, Woodfords.
Edward Evans, Waldo.

> Quotations on Leading Pro-1
ducts In Demand
A VISIT TO SALMON LAKE
Boston,
Dec. 21.—There is a very I
GRANGE.
frm market lor all desirable grado-j
It was our good fortune to be a
i
visitor at Salmon Lake Grange last* ’.’I butter, though trade Is q ii' ’.
8
Ing
confined
to
die
achial
n
ee
!t
:
e.
I
Saturday evening. This is one of the
new up to date granges that was or‘ of buyers. Jobbing quotations are:]
ganized three years ago, and was an3 Cbciee northern creamery.
I <<; a
off shoot from Belgrade Grange,’
western creamery. 291<<r/ j

which meets at Belgrade village.
There was no feeling toward,the par
Receipts of cheese are moderate, j
ent organization whatsoever * but (he3
distance was too great to make at* end »’ e market continues firm withj
tendance regular and with any degree3 a i demand: York state. llPl-'c |
of Hitisf ctou The good feeling be-” V Tnont, 1 4(r7 ll1^ .
twe< n the’two organiz itions in theI
Eggs dropped off quite sharply n:id|
* n ih town will he readily understood
who it »s r called that Salmon Lakej thn. gh tl vo wa3 a partial icoo ' • 5 Jj
Grange voted to ask the Master off laro'- the tone is still easy, and j
Belgrade Grange to come up aud in- prices have a downward tendency, I
stall their officers at the next meet■ especially on fresh-gathered west-I
ing. This is precisely as it shouldi ern. Choice hennery and nearby.!
be. x Belgrade is a large prosperous’ 43zr/45c-, eastern extras, 37o3Pc;|
ACORN GRANGE.
agricultural town aud there is an
abundance of material for preciselyT western, 32<?36c: refrigerators,
11
We congratulate Waterville for what they have, two live ^Granges. 2Sc
Business has been very quiet in theE
being the first city to hear the annual Naturally the older organization isI
address of State Master Stetson. It the largest and the most vigorous but* fruit and xegetable market and, asfe
was a good one and straight to the there is good material in them both, supplies of almost everything havej\
point. It seems good in these days of and we enjoyed our visit with the’ been large, the tendency of prices
co < \
* ____________ T +
graft and political trading to have a younger organization very much.
Apples and
m-1 C
_
man at the head of our order who The 'Master of the Grange is Mr. C has been downward.
iv^l 50775c bushel, carrots 50775c bushis not afraid to hit straight out from A. Cook a good farmer, as he says on cr ubeirles were high at Thanksgiv^t
b’it *\ eL parsnips 75c7$1 bushel, eggthe shoulder and the rank and file of a rocky farm. Mr. Cook is a native of! Ing and ; c even higher today, b'd
md j.>. plants
75c7$l
dozen bunches,
the P. of H. will back him up too. Hartland and came to Belgrade ai with tbeyo executions fruits and
One more member was added to our dozen years ago, where he has since’ vo retables fof the Christmas tablet
bion cauliflowers,
California $2@2.50
ranks last Saturday evening. Instal made his home He served the
r. crate, okra 75c@$1.25 crate, mushmuch cheaper than usual.
lation of officers will be Jan 9th wheu Grange last year and his election this' areCabbages
le-L rooms $272.50 basket.
are
the
only
vegetable*
R. S. Thorndike of Rockland will year was unanimous. lie js much
3U- ‘ There has been a very steady marinstall. The members of Good Will interested in the work, and to helpi that are at all scarce. Celery, cugrange of So. Warreu will be invited, the new organization on to its feet of' cumbers and lettuce are offered free- I ket for pork provisions, prices
th, § showing very little change, and the
and a good time is assured. Our his own accord acts as janitor of thei ly and at reasonable p-rices. as the
o n | local demand being moderate,
sisters will begin cooking for the little hall. The Grange meets in the' outside markets are not buying them
event at once. Our W. Master made hall erected several years ago by the as much as usual this year. Onions
ms f The market for fresh beef devela partial report of his visit to the good people of North Belgrade, for are plenty and cheaper than was ex
oped considerable weakness
and
State Grange. We hope our W. 8 , the meeting of the iron clads. It was
jp R
J
’ saleMncn found it difficult to get 9%c
pected.
The
foreign
onion
crop
B. L. Stevens will have suffi dently the general understanding when the
gopfor
tops, though some were still
R
recovered from his “scrap” with the building was erected that it should be were very light this year and a large
for the best
boar, tobe with us next Saturday used for religion■» and temperance demand for American onions was ex- Lk nominally’ asking
e’.v |I cattle. There is an ample supply,
meetings but never for daucing, and pected from abroad, but the few
evening.
as exactly the same element that shipments made resulted in losses;
3S; fc& and prices are easy and tending
erected it are now to be found in the consequently the supply here jp
Extra sides, 979%c;
is Fr downward.
WALES GRANGE.
G<ange it sort of falls to the Patrons larger than was anticipated.
•1 good,
878l£c;
light,
7®7Hc;'
by inheritance, as it were. Brother
r
heavy
hinds,
11712c;
good,
107
Potatoes,
both
white
and
sweet.,
is royally supported in his
The members of this grange as Cook
>0- jj lOMic; light, 8^79c; heavy fores,
are easy. The demand for white powork
by
the
entire
organization
and
a
sembled at their hall Saturday, more harmonious Grange we have tatoes is always slow' at the holidays,
•s, 6H77c: good. 676^c; light,
December 19th for their first all day never visited. The Grange has not a
;e.
8cand
the
receipts,
although
not
large,
session for thi^ winter As the sun little talent. Prof. E A. Cook, the
LCThumbs are quiet and easy; yearshone brightly and the sleighing well known breeder of Shorthorns is have been too large: to prevent ac><]. lin-vs and veals are firm. Choice
was good why it is needless to s»y its Lecturer, while Sister Sturte cun'i'ilntlon prices have been lowered.
how many patrons had a sleighride vant, an accomplished musician is The weakness in sweet potatoes is
is lambs, 9711: yearlings, 677c; mut
tons, 6771^c; veals, 11713c.
that day. Many were somewhat dis organist.
due
entirob
to
the
large
supply.
Prof. Cook always has a
appointed not to have Brother G. M. good program
(: t
The receipts for poultry are showApples—Baldwins, No. 1. $3tf?4
at
each
and
every
meet

Twitchell present to give an address ing and there is a willingness on the bbl: No. 2, $2.25^2.75; greenings.
;s. Ing up considerably smaller than at
but there are always questions that it part of nearly all the membership to
nd the same time last year. Northern
is profitable to discuss and with read do^their part They have recently re $2.50<h 3.50: bulk Baldwins and , turkeys, 227 25c; dry packed westgreenings,
$2.BO
z
h"3:
Blue
.Pear-,
ings and singing the day was passed ceived an addition to their numbers
4;iern
turkeys, 19721c; native roastin a very enjoyable meeting.
{
in the persons of Mr. and Mrs Fred mains, $2.50^73: nodheads, $3^74;
ck feJ Jng
chickens,
18720c;
native
After dinner the following was Varney,
Hubbardston^, $2.50(^3.50;
black
who
have
recently
moved
to
presented: Singing by choir; Brother this neighbornood, and Mr. Varney Oxfords, $2.50•'73: russets, $2(73;
3: |broilers, 20722c; northern fowl,
W. D. Moulton, delegate to the State
:s, J15716c; western chickens, 16717c
is a member of Sidney Grange northern ^pies, $3 $7 3.50; kings,
Grange was calle! uprn to relate an who
for large and 15716c for medium;
will soon join Salmon Lane, where 3(74; Pen Davis. $2.50@3.
account of the proceeding*: song by Sister
has already become a
lS_ western fowl, large, 14715c; mediPotatoes -Green mountains, Aroos
Edna Holyoke; Question “Is the member.Varney
Speaking for the good of took $1.60 two-bushel bag, central
ra| um, 12713c: native pigeons, $1.50
new electric road any benefit to the the order we
heard Brother Varney
farmers of this town?” R citation by make a most convincing
Maine $1.55, sweet potatoes, Vinee_ @1.75 doz: squabs, $3 73.50 doz;
plea
for
life
50 geese. 11713c; ducks. 13716c.
Edna Alexander: reading Song of The upon the farm. He told us that he lands $3.50(74 barrel, Jersey $2.50
Harrow and Plow by Bro. E. 8. had worked at his trade as carpenter (7 3, basket stock $1(71.25.
Hay is dull and easy; Rtraw and
Dixon: Question, What can wre do in an ! earned good wages, but when the
n millfeed are dull; Hay, choice, $20;
Beans
—
String
beans,
southern,
the year 1909 to increase the interest season was over he never had a dol
o’l No. 1, $18718.50: No. 2, $16717;
in Grange work? This was discussed lar to his name, while when he re green $272.50 basket, wax $3*73.50.1
50 No. 3. $15; rye straw, $23; oat
Cabbages- Drumhead $2.25(72.50
very freely by manv and each had mained on the farm he invariably
ed straw. $12.
different ideas Brother. A. G Smith harvested a good crop and never was barrel, savoy *1(71.25 barrel, red
of Monmouth Grange was present and without a little spending money. He $171.25 box.
gave interesting suggestions for the then
iai
ANSON GRANGE.
Celerv—White 75*7$1 box, paschal
went on to cite the difference in
good of the order.
7
------the position of the mechanic and the $1 7 1.50, Boston market $1.50(7
farmer. If the mechanic for any 1.75.
'’ Anson Grange have elected the folreason loses a day’s time his income
25 lowing officers for 1909 Master,
Greens—Sninnacb, southern $1.25,
GOLDEN HARVEST GRANGE.
stops short, but his expenses go right 73.50 barrel, kale, southern 75(7 • Joseph
Norton; Overseer, Archie M.
*
along, and expenses must be met
Danforth; Lecturer, Minnie Davis;
Golden Harvest Grange, No. 33 whether there is any income or not. 90c barrel, beet greens, hothouset? <Steward Edmund E. Danforth; Asst’.
«
met in Carmel Town hall Monday The landlord and the grocer and the 75c7 $1 bushel, dandelions, hot-. Steward
W. H. Nicholson: Chaplain,
i ]Mrs. F. M. Stewart; Treasurer, Geo.
night Dec. 14. Grange called to urdef milkman care not whether you work bonfm $1.5071.75 bushel.
by Worthy Master Edward Bradford or loaf, but they must have their
x, E.
y.ettuce, etc—Lettuce 50775c box,
1 Savage; Secretary Eugene Danin the chair. General order of Busi money when it is due or you cannot romaine 75c7$1 dozen heads, escarol
•o! forth; Gate keeper, Eugene Quint;
ness taken up and disposed of the get any more supplies. The up to date 507 75c, chicorv 50775c, waterr. 1 Pomona, Mrs Ecigene Danforth;
election of officers as follows: Master, farmer does not have to run a store
nt Flora Viola Williams; Ceres Ethel
607
75c
dozen
bunches,
mint
Edward Bradford; Overseer, Roscoe bill, does not have to look up $12 or
, Young; Lady Ass’t. Steward. Edna
Day; , Lecturer, Nellie
O’Neil; $16 a month for rent, nor two or 50(*' 75c.. parsley $1.35 71.50 bushel.
!1 ’ Robinson.
Onion —Native 70780c
bushel,’
Chaplain, Frank Smith; Secretary, three dollars a month for milk. He
Tuesday evening Dec. 29 a special
Grace Green; Treasurer, S. S made a particularly stung plea for Connecticut valley and
western
rn- meeting is appointed to confer first
Bladgan; Steward, D. Harrington; the farmers to study their business $1.3571.50 100rpound bag, Spanish,
lx, I and
second degrees and Saturday Jan.
a
Assistant Steward, Pelie Bradford; and see to it that they are conducting small crates $1.5072, leeks 50775c
5c i 2, 1909 is an all day meeting and
Lady Ass’t. Steward, Eva Brooks; their farms in the most profitable
baked bean dinner for the purpose of
• j1 Jconferring
Ceres, Martha Murphy; Flora, Mattie way The following is tne list of dozen bunches.
third and fourth degrees,
Squashes—Marrow 60775c bar-’ ’ installing
*
Curtis; Pomona. Eliza Malloon. newly elected officers of Salmon Lake
the officers and the regular
rel, turban 75c7$l barrel, hubbard
r
Gate Keeper. John Green. After Grange:
1
rd meeting
in the P. M. The retiring
Worthy Master C. A. Co'ik; Over $12720 ton, pumpkins 50@75c box.
JI
election of officers Master declared a
x. ^Master,
Bro. H. B. Ellis will act as
short recess. A treat of candy and iseer, W L. Withers; Lecturer, E. A.
officer.
Tomatoes—Hothouse 15720c lb>.. .Installing
I
Steward. Willie Wade; Ass’t. ,southern $3.5074 crate.
nuts was passed around as there was Cook;
*
»■
Leroy Co ’k; Chaplain, Sadie
no further business, Grange closed in Steward
:
KATAHDIN GRANGE,
Turnips—Yellow $171.25 bag,5. J1
due form by Worthy Master Bradford. <Cook; Treasurer, Minnie Cook; Sec white
te
_____
capes
$1.2571.50
bag,
white
J
________________________________ iretary, Lucy Watson: Gate-keeper,
and flats 50775c bushel.
Bert
Bickford;
Ceres, Arganna eggs
<
’• Katahdin Grange, Lagrange, met
“For the Land’s Sake use Bowker’s Damren;
■
Miscellaneous—Brussels sprouts 10
1
Pomona, Lottie Varney;
10 Dec.
17, with 21 members present and
Fertilizers; they enrich the earth and Flora,
j
Nellie Bickford; Lady Ass’t. 712^c quart, artichokes $1.50@2
P2 vvisitors from Memorial, Independent,
those who till it. ”
ISteward, Grace Damren.
ts caand Atkinson granges.
Officer!
box, radishes $171.25 hoXj. beets

TURF, FARM AND HOME. _
elected for the ensuing year were as’
follows: Arthur Herrick, Master*,* L
W. Bishop overseer; Ina O. Nason,
Lecturer; E. H. Nason, steward;;
Vernon Herrick, assistant Steward;
Alice Speed, chaplain; P. E. Speed,
treasurer; Lottie Bishop secretary;;
Loren Decker, Gatekeeper; CarrieJ
Herrick,
Ceres;
Ne‘lie Bishop,
pomona; Mrs Ellise. Flora; Mrs.
Savage, L. A. steward. Remarks’
by brother Savage who had just re
turned from State Grange. A pleasan.
evening was enjoyed by all.
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’hat tioi
tion of officers drew out a record
prove the existing conditions of the chair. “Blest Be the Tie That
bre
attendance.
rural communities until they will Binds” was sung by the phoir, fol- breaking
B
ires
By this time there was a general
offer home inducements that will be lowed by reading of the Scriptures
and prayer hy the chaplain, Rev.. J. des:
desire for a little lighter entertainsought after by all.”
rere mei
ment and calls for Miss Andrews and
B. W. McKeen reported for the H. Little Appropriate remarks were
Prof. Morse failed to bring responses
committee on agriculture; and an ab- made by Overseer Bearce as to the Pro
ing as ithey had left the hall V. W. Canstruct of this report is herewith pre- significance of the services being
held, not merely in memory of those
lose han
ham of Lisbon responded to the apsented:
bate pea
peal and told a few good stories and
In his report on education Mr. Mc who had been officers of the State
ave san
s infc a couple of songs which made a
Keen called attention to the fact that Grange but for all Patrons who have
iscs gre;
great hit. Incidentally he told a
education in the public schools under died He urged that similar exercises
ind stor
story at the expense of Col. L. C.
the present methods leads away from be held by bubordina’e Granges and
Bateman which resulted in a general
the farm toward the profession and that the burial ritual of (he order be Bat
demand that that gentleman say a
that there is a lack of agricultural carried out when agreeable to the den
of
deceased members,
sra. few words
in self-defense. The
sentiment. He thought that an in families
vas colo
colonel was equal to the occasion and
terest in agriculture should be started “Whisperings of Jesus” a duet, was
AN INTERESTING NUTRITION* in the normal schools so the teachers beautifully rendered by Messrs. Work
jrk got back at Mr Canham with interest
thrown in. His stories were new
EXPERIMENT.
might be able to impart it to their and Jackson and “The Bridge” by thre
and brought down the house. After a
pupils and for tn is purpose recom Mrs. M L Jones of Turner.
Resolutions upon the death of S. sonj
song by Mrs. True adjonrnment was
mended that farmers’ institutes be
Oats, corn and wheat are well held in the normal schools so students S. Smith of Norway were presented
ted take
taken at 5 P. M until evening.
known grains. They constitute the! there might catch the spirit ot pro by Frank P. Towne of Norway, and
Thursday Evening.
basis for a large portion of the feed of gressive farming and cultivate a taste upon the death of Mrs. Edward
. 7.45 Overseer Bearce called the
At
men and animals. The Wisconsin Ex mr the work He showed how much Wiggin of Maysville by Mrs. L. E
periment Station has been conducting' of the training in the public schools Tuttle of Caribuu Mr. Smith, v 11O
ho State
1 Grange to order for its closing
an experiment to determine the rela fits the pupils to follow professions died Jan. 24, 19(j^r at the age of 88 ses-ion. A good share of the Patrons
on the afternoon trains and
tive value of these grains when fed and mukes it possible for them to ad was for 12 years treasurer of the State had
nai left
agf. not
more than 300 members were
alone and alsj the value when they vance through the high school to col Grange. Mrs. Wiggin, wife of Past
not
jur present.
first matter taken up
are combined. Dean Russell in the lege and the profe sional school with State Master Wiggin, was for four
res the The
n(j P
was
report of the committee on
late biennial report thus describes the little break The boys who want to years Flora of the State Grange, and
was
resolutions
and as chairman of the
experiment:
reso
make farming their life work cannot also Flora of the National Grange. committee,
J. C. Wing of Leeds had
“For nearly two years 16 young do this, as the schools do not afford Remarks upon the life and work of 9°
“
the city, the report was read by
calves have been reared upon a bal them the opportunity. He recom Mr Smith were made by Worthy left
*
err
'
(]Ia Secretarv Libby. There was lively
anced ration composed of nutrients mended that agriculture be taught in Master Edwards of Oxford Pomona
ter debate
at once when the report of the
from a single as well as mixed plant the schools earlier and thought a Grange and by Past State Muster
ner,a nittee
showed that the resolution
sources. By the ubuh] methods of course in the science of agriculture Gardner. Mr. Gardner also paid aa com
co,
°
jn providing
for badges for the voting
chemical analysis, these rations are could be used to advantage in both high
tribute to Mrs
Wiggin.
P
rov
absolutely identical, and different lots the rural and urban public schools Columbus Hay ford of Maysville aa members had been turned down by
After a half hour
have been fed on corn, wheat and oats making it compulsory, perhaps in the member of the executive committee the
V1? committee.
rg debate
in which everybody got pretty
respectively. Also a combination of fourth grade He would not teach spoke a few words in memory of Mrs.
,e‘ well
as to what was being
all three nutrients. From an early how to farm but the science of agri Wiggin. B. Walker McKeen of Fryey6’1 confused
re aeDa
debated
on voted on, the report of the
stage, maked physiological differences culture which he believed would be a burg, former secretary of agriculture,
th committee on this matter was reappeared It is interesting to note valuable study, for all the children. -spoke of his personal relations with
that the “oat’’ group have cor flumed Among the advantages of this course Mr. Smith who was for a timq 'aa Jjected
8Ct€ and the resolution was adoptJq. ecL
ed. Then as the report of the comonly 18 pounds of salt, whereas the suggested that the pupils from the member of the State Board of Agrimitt^e seemed a little tangled, it was
“mixed grain” group have eaten 277 rural districts would learn in school culture, and warmlv praised his work mirt
ja Jmoved
after more lively discussion,
pourtds. lhe different group shave the principles of home work and the in strengthening the Grange in
1307refer
'
e(j J°
to
«11 the various resolutions
reached a stage of physiologcal matu standard of work raised and farming Oxford county. ,The exercises closed
*
back
the committee to be reported
rity at widely differing times, the made more profitable.
with the singing of “Face to Face,hL”e back
*>ac£ to
to the State Grange at the 1909
wheat fed lot having the oestrum
Tiie plm of union superintendent by F A. Pike of Norway and the
he 80881
SP8Si°n- This was carried overwhelmperiod greatly delayer!. Practical which is being tried so widely at benediction by the chaplain. The
an ingly,
dairy fe ders regard the lot fed on present was discussed briefly and com memorial service occupied exactly an
■ the effect being to dump into
qv tthe
all the score or more
mixed feeds more normal than any of mended.
hour and was most impre sively
3e
1wiste basket
ir£ of
resolutions
which had been prethose receiving “single” rations
ot
J*'
National aid to public schools was carried out. It was a beautiful part
sented during the three days’ session.
“It is planned to continue this ex also considered and the Davis bill of the week’s program and will 8ent(
h0 An fexception was made in the case of
periment. placing all the animals providing for this exp’ained. The linger long in the memory of all who
the £resolution thanking Waterville for
under the strain of reproduction, so grange was urged to adopt resolutions were present.
'
its hospitality this week and expressthat the effect of the treatment may favoring the measure to be sent to
Overseer Bearee resumed the efiair
jing
ne the appreciation of the Grange
L1
J
be continued throughout a complete congre-smen and senators
and announced the appointment .of for the kindness of the railroads, the
cycle ”
The speaker recommended that a Prof. W. D. Hurd of Orono to repreWe have observed these 16 heiifers minimum salirv and standard of isent the Maine State Grange at the hotqls. the Board of Trade and Waterville citizens generally.
from time to t me and the wide dif qualification for teacher- be fixed by jmeeting
of the new national comA few of the buried' resolutions
ference in their thrift and develoment the state, an increase of the appropri- ]mission on
rural life winch is to meet
!et began to come to the surface a little
has been very interesting to us. The ations for towns employing trained ;at Boston Friday. At the suggestion
as their friends presented them
best developed was the corn group teachers and an increase in the mini- <of Lecturer Thompson, warmly sec- ^later,
rnu) the floor. One putting the
and the gr un fed on mixed corn, mum number of school weeks in the <onded in eloquent sp echos by Col. from
raT1
p n
Grange
on record as opposed to any
wheat and oats. The next best was rural schools He urged his hearers L.
i
C Batenffin and Editor E P.
jjan
h cchange
in the present arbitration
the group fed on oats, and the poorest to foster the sentiment that state Mavo
'
a collection was taken for the clause in the insurance law was
that fed on wheat.
school money should be used for the benefit
1
of W. J. Ryan of Portland, the passed
asRf without discussion. Another
improvement of the chools rather than bilnd
]
man, who has work *d» so hard
171 pledging the members of the Grange
to
lighten
the
school
burden
of
the
j
in behalf of an industrial school for
|0 stand together in demanding a
FARM NOTE*.
or to
towns and the demand for the best 1the blind and who recently lost most
higher price for their sweet corn from
possible
service
in
teaching
and
super<
of his personal belongings by firee the packers was voted down.
Rumors are heard that a movement
intendence.
]
Mr. Ryan is a Patron and always
is on foot whereby a potato bons* of
There were a few more committee
the State meetings The colMrs. T. J. Caril of Buxton was in- attends
i
considerable size 'will b^ erected in
J ' rer)O]
reports to c">me in and these were
results^in the sum of $57.40,’ read at this time. George Alden of
Dexter next spring. The Central troduced as a reader who had enter- lection
1
to Gorham reported for the committee
Maine Potato & Starch Co , which tlined State Grange gatherings for a 1which was given to Mr. Ryan 10
on
built one at Foxcroft last year are dozen years and was given an ova- <cheer his heart.
on g,
good of the order. Edward Evans
said to be behind t.1 e project and S. tion which amply demonstrated her
More committee reports were then ooff Belfast
B
for the committee on mileP. Hedman, one of the officials of the popularity. First she told of the >made. M J. Dow of Plymouth for
°r aKe
age and W. S Rogers of Topsham for
company has been selling stock to work of the Buxton Grange in build- fthe committee on officers’ salaries the committee on the Grange insome of the farmers in Dexter & ing a hall. It has built a three story jrecommended that these salaries re-^ Futar
Fuiance companies in Maine. Prof.
vicinity Dexter is the center of a hall, 30x5(1 feet costing $2500 and jmain as at present. B W McKeen
Aust
‘n Austin
Cary of Brunswick, of the
v^ry productive potato section and the wholly paid for it, in a year and a tof Fryeburg reported for the com3- comn
committee on forestry, asked to be exfarmers who have gone into this crop half though it had nor a dollar on imittee on education. R L Copeland cused from reading his report on acheavily this season hive met with ha id when ir undertook the enter- fof Holden for the committee on
)n count
count of ‘the lateness of the hour,
abundant success If the proposed prise The Grange has only 75 mem- iPomona Granges and D R Briggs of and it was accepted unread aDd
potato house hecome« a reality it will hers. In answer to numerous ques- 1Livermore for the committee on fees
88 order
ordered printed in the proceedings.
tend to make a rather better market tions as to how it had been accomp- »and dues. The last-named report
An hour and a half of business.
for the crop than there now is here.
lislied she said that the first thing was ywas the first made by a committee
36 par
partt of it at high tension, was all the
Allen Starbird ard Amos Hill have to “begin with a big row.” This ywhich brought on anv discussionn auflie
audience could stand without a
slaugh ered a hog one year old for aroused gr *at interest an! made the qThe committee recommended that all
11 chant
change Miss Andrews was called for,
Augustus Whitman which tipped the real workers determined on success tthe fees and dues remain as at present
1
it an
andd her
success in rendering one of
scales «t 450 lbs Who can beat this? One or two subscriptions of $50 had aind refused to endor e a resolution the istorins from “Aunt Jane of
Llewellyn Keene of West Minot on been received several of $25 each and dloing away with the present Pomona
b* Kent
Kentucky” was so complete that she
18 squ*re rods of old land raised 98 nnny of smaller sums. Many had dlues which are now only W cents per waa
was compelled to come back three
bushels of the Green Mountain pota given lumber and work and various yyear. Those favoring the re olution
>n times bef ire the crowd would give her
toes A rat" of about 325 bushels to successful entertainments hid been J-make the point that the 10 cent dues
ha
38 a cchance
to rest a few minutes Then
the acre.
given. Mrs Caril followed her in- aire not now collected in some counties ft
it w
was the turn of Prof. Morse of
teiestng recital of the splendid work amd that it would be better to do
1° Soutt
South Parh aud he also delighted the
of the Grange bva recital and a story Hiw ty with the law than to have it «ndie
audience with humorous recitations.
THE CLOSE OF THE STATE
in
the
stvle
which
has
made
he
widei
ignored Past M i-ter Gardner spoke He iis always a favorite at the State
GRANGE.
ly successful as a public reader.
jin favor of the resolution and'Secre- Gran;
Grange meetings and was at his best
Mrs Jones of Turner was called t:ary Libby against Several speakers in 1the three selections that the
(Continued from page 6 )
heard from the floor and the first audie
audience insisted on.
that it now has of any in the union upon in his place and rendered two *were
It was but a step from gay to grave
hy the preservation of our forests and songs in a beautiful contralto voice. 1iivoly debate of the week resulted.1•o again
again, and then Mrs. Kate Ellis of
At 11 30 Overseer Bearce with the as- 1rhere were a dozen short speeches pro
the maintenance of good roads
18 Fairfi
Fairfield, V. W. Canham of Lisbon
“These facts we believe, should be 8ish!nce of Lecturer Thompson, com- aind con. and when finally a vote was
-fod Editor E. P. Mayo paid warm
fully brought to the attention of municated the 1909 annual word to r*eached the report of the committee rfnd
tribui
tributes to the memory of the late Eli *
every person engaged in agricultural the masters and delegates present and vwas almost unanimously adopted.
•n Hodg
Hodgkins of Greens, long an ^active
The final report of the committee on
pursuits. For upon one depends the this consumed the remainder of the
session.
rresolutions was then read as follows:j: worki
worker in the State Grange, and
growth of all that is beautifhl in forenoon
:
whose name by some oversight has
Subordinate Granges represented byy whosi
nature and upon the other primiry
Thursday Afternoon.
rs been omitted when the tributes were
nMasters and wives, 124; by masters
way of converting our agricultural
During each annual meeting of the adone, 145; by delegates and wives 23;:; paid in the afternoon to those who
products iuto money
Grange an hour is set apart for >y delegates'alone 90; tot a’ 382, out
it have died during the past year. Then
“While it is true that there are State
‘
exercises in memory or those o>f the 428 subordinate Granges inn came another recitation by Mr.
many obstacle^ to be encountered by solemn
f
Canham, a duet by Messrs. Jackson
of the order who have died jydaine. Pomona Granges representedd Ganh
the farmers s riving to attrain the member*
1
higher piano of action yet with a love (during the pist year aud the first part b)y masters and wives 10, by masterss and Work and more readings and
stories by Mies Andrews. At 10
for and a thorough and careful train- Jof Thursday afternoon was the time adoue, 15; by delegate I; total 2G.I. storie
this memorial service. The hall qChis gave a voting membership at
it o’cloc
clock the records of the day were
ing to meet the demands ot the busi- for
‘
well filled at 2 F M. when the tihis meeting of 535 which is only 36
16 read by Secretary Libby and when
ness, we believe that the farmers of was
1
was called to order with State ](ess than at Lewiston a year ago,>, they were adopted the session was
our state will receive a sufficient *session
“
closed in ample form
W. J. Thompson in the «yhen the great interest in the elec' cloeri
recompense for their labors and jm- Lecturer
1
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' my washwater and dishwater runsi
i away underground. You can all have
this if you work for it.
Well, one thing more, and that is:
I am one of those who pare potatoes1
quite thick; but what is my lo s is1
old Brine’s gain. She will eat them1
and relish them too.—Tribune Farmer.

GENUINE PUMPKIN PIES.

*
;

*
'
|
*
t
I

MISCELLANEOUS SUGGESTIONS.‘

One letter says that a person can
make good eggless doughnuts. It isQ?
true and you can also make good?
cookies without the aid of 40-cent
eggs. And did anv of you ever make0
pumpkin pies out of squash? My
folks could not tell the difference, and[
I made them without egas.
When you gather the eggs just try
puting your name and date on them.’
If you tiy this plan you will never be
ashamed to meet your merchant any0
where.
Did you ever stop to think that you
may retain your youthful look by not’
allowing yourself to get wrinkles orr
putting on an old lady’s bonnet or
combing your hair like your grand*’
mother used to? Ob, don’t let us
grow old. Let us keep sunshine in31
our minds and hearts.
3 Did any of you ever stop to think*
when you were out on your pleasure,
trips of the many women that are tied
up with a sick child and a thousand.I
other cares, and h»ve no horse and_
buggv to use? Perhips your crossche-road neighbor is just in such a
position—though I hope not. I have1I
found by experience that it is a good
thing to thiok that there is some one
else living in this world besides me.'
When you do the week’s darning
always have two darning needles, one'*
with carpet yaru for places on some
old socks, and one with yarn. I findI1
it a great help th it way. '
And when you sweep make it look
as if you hud swept; always open thecJ
doors, no matter how the themometer
stands
Don’t give your husbands any restl
until they arrange so you can h*ve’
all the rain water you can use. The’
way I have it is as nice as the city
woman has it.. We have a forty-bar
rel hogshead up high in the barn.
The water from one side of the fifty’
foot roof runs in this hogshead, or
tank, and then it runs down into the’
ground tbr^e feet in pipes from thel
barn to the cellar From th^re it
runs up to above my sink and then?

It is culinary'Ignorance to believei
that there is no difference between a
squash and a pumpkin pie. Thei
squash filling has a miid agreeablei
taste that onlv slightly resembles the
rich flavor of a good old-fashioned
putupkm pie, sweetened with molasses or brown sugar baked thoroughlv fr m rim to center and
covered with a crinkly ^kin. Our
foremothers often bake l their pump
kin pies in square earthen plates or
pans and always with a tasty
scalloped rim. There was much of a
scramble for the corner si Ice as ever
was made for the second joint of a
tender chicken. More than likely the
pumpkins u«ed were the common field
pumpkin such as are now considered
fit only to feed to cows Yet if a field
pumpkin is selected with care it will
surely make a richer flavored pie th in
the sugar pumpkin which to a degree
reaemble8 the squash
The small sweet sugar pumpkin is
in some points an improvement on
the older, coarse vegetable that was
made palatable only by slow cooking
untU the moisture was evaporated as
much as possible. Pie making in the
old diys w s hesun a day or two be
fore the baking was finished. In cold
weather 20 or 80 pies were often
biked and these were «et away to
freeze. Brought forth, thawe I and
warmed just right, a fortnight old
pumpkin pie was eaten with a relish;
a cube of home made cheese was
usually served with it.
Even now good cooks think that
they mu t make at least half a doz^n
pumpkin pies at a time in order to
have them taste just right. But this
number will vanish in a day or two
for there is nothing more tempting or
harmless for a between meal bite than
a section of pumpkin pie with a well
baked under crust. The sweet pumpkin, sweetened and sometimes sensoned with spices was in olden times
served as a relish with meat as cranberry or apple sauce are now eaten.
To hav ♦ good pies it is necessary
to select the heaviest pumpkin for its
size for there will be lesa seeds and
string portion. Cut in thick s ices,
pare thinlv and scrape out the seed
then cut in inch cubes and cook in
just enough water to prevent scorching. Cook s]owly for a long time
and not merely the half hour needed
to make it tender Cook uncovered
after the first half hour stirring
often. Sift through a colander or
press through a vegetable ricer.
Some cooks advise spreading the
stewed and sifted pumpkin on plates
and drying it slightly in a slow oven
before mixing it with the other in
gredients.
Do not use too many eggs in pump
kin pies because thev will then lie
more like custard0 For economv’s
s ike a tablespoon of fine cracker dust
may take the place of one egg out of
every three or four called for hy a
recipe but do not increase the
amount.
The Paste and Baking.
For each good size pie with one
crust and a ilm, or baked in a deep
plate, allow one cup of flour, a salt
spnOn each of salt, and baking powdpr
and one-third cup of shortening which
may be half lard Rnd ha’f butter.
Mix with ice cold water using just
enough to make a stiff dough. It is
best to add one-half of the shortening
first, then roll out. put rhe remainder
on in dots and fold over or roll up,
pat out again, roll up and it is then
ready to roll to fit the plate Try to
keep a round shape in rolling so that
none of the paste will be wasted in
trimmings The crust for a pumpkin
pie may be a little thicker than for
other kinds A trifle of baking
powder improves it but more than

that would make it rise unevenly and
would also prevent flakiness.
The oven should give a good under
heat to start baking the crust so that
it will not soak and the heat may be
a little mor? than for custard
pies. When the center of the pie is
firm it is done; a few little brown
blisters will not injure the pie and is
better than under done tilling. The
perfect pie Iras a glossy, crinkly top
that suggests a nan of Devonshire
cream.
Old Fashioned Pumpkin Pie.
To two cups of sifted stewed pump
kin fallow one cup of milk, onehalf cup of molasses, one half cup of
sugar, one level teaspoon of butter,
put into the hot pumpkin a level tea
spoon of salt, a level tablespoon of
ginger and two eggs. Have the pie
tin deep or else build a good rim
round the edge and pinch it into
scallops.
‘
GOOD HOUSEKEEPERS.
Whitney in Indiana
Farmer.)
In almost every neighborhood there
is some woman who is held up as a
model housekeeper. Other women
struggle to keep their houses as she
keeps hers and dress their children
after her pattern. . She is the crite
rion and her opinions on houskeeping
carry great weight.
Some houses are too nice to be use
ful, and in a great many cases fail to
be ornamental The rooms are put in
order and closed and the family live
in the kitchen. If any of the men
have occasion to go upstairs, they
must take off their shoes, because
they might carry some dust with
them.
If there are children their little
lives are filled with fear lest they dis
arrange the rugs or curtains or tear
their clothes
Children at school
who accidentally tetr their clothes,
cry and wonder what they will tell
their mammas and what they will *av
and do.
What comfort is there for a m in in
a home of thi* kind? It is surely no
pleasure to be found fault with every
time he ventures into the house.
Most men would prefer to stay at the
. barn or in the field One man who
had a good deal of this to contend
with stayed out doors on cold winter
night at d cut wood until bed time, or
if it were too stormy to stay outside
he would lie down and sleep to escape
the complaining and fault-findng.
No room in the house and no furni
ture in any room should be too good
for your own family. Children
should be taught to take care of the
furniture and not wilfully scar or
break it, bpt they will not be tsught
this by putting the furniture into a
room and then closing it up seven
days in the week.
If you want to encourage boyB not
to stay at home, just keep them in
the kitchen with nothing to read and
no games and allow them to have no
<companv, and you will accomplish it
in a short time. The boys would
better be encouraged to bring their
company into the house with the fam
ily and be given something to enter
tain them with. rI hey will have
company and if they cannot have
their friends at home~ they will see
them some place else.
What difference does it make if
everything is not in place? Papers
ought to be put on the table or standi
where they can easily be got and read
and not in a rack on the wall just to□
get them out of sight. Children’0s8
playthings and games will not do
them any good if they are gathered
up and put away in the closet or on afl
shelf. Small pieces of seeing orr
fancy work onlv add to the home at
mosphere of a room I he family willI
be more comfortable if the chairs
stand ar und the table and not in u
stiff row alo g the wall.
HougMare built for homes and not
merely a^ilace to st iv in. Families
(do not stay together very long as a
rule, and while the members are all
there it. is m *re important to be happv
.
and
hflve a pleasant time tnan to
make every one uncomfortable by try
ing to keep the house in order and
(save the furniture.
(Margaret

A ten acre field, free from debt,
will produce a bigger crop of content
ment
than a half-section wi’h a
1
imortgage on it.

THE SHADOW CHILD.
Harriet Monroe in the Christmas
Century.
Why do the wheels go whirring round
Mother, mother?
Oh, mother, are they giants bound,
And will they growl forever?
Yes, fiery giants underground,
Daughter, little daughter
Forever turn the wheels around,
And rumble, grumble ever.
Why do I pick the threads all day,
Mother, mother, .
While sunshine childreu are at play?
* And must I work forever?
Ye15, shadow-child, the livelong day,
Daughter, little daughter.
Your hands must pick the threads
away,
And feel the sunshine never.
Why do the birds sing in the sun,
Mother, mother,
If all day long I run and run—
Run with the wheels forever?
The birds may sing till day is done.
Daughter, little daughter.
But with the wheels your feet must
run—
Run with the wheels forever.
Why do I feel so tried each night,
Mother, mother?
The wheels are always buzzing
bright
Do the? grow sleepy never?
Oh, baby thing, so soft and white,
Daughter, little daughter,
The big wheels grind ub in the ir
might,
And they will grind forever.
And is the white thread never spun
Mother, mother?
And is the white cloth never done—
For you and me none never?
Oh, yes. our thread will all be spun
Daughter, little daughter
When we lie down^out in the sun,
And work no more forever.
And wnpn will come that happy day
Mother, mo’her?
Oh. shall we laugh and sing and play
Out in the sun forever?
Nay, shadow-child, we’ll rest all day.
Daughter little daughter.
Where green grass grows and loses
gay.
There in the sun forever

Mrs Abbie Hopkins of Plymouth,
representing C. J. Bainbridge of
Syracuse N. Y., was present at all the
sessions of the State Grange. Her
table was a busy one, where all the
different supplies cairied by Mr.
Bainbridge were on sale. Mr. Bain
bridge carries a large and varied
stock of Grange paraphernalia and
makes special business of attending the
National Granges and either attends
or has a •representative in attendance
at the Slate Grange of tach state in
the Union. Mrs. Hopkin> has attend
ed several different State Granges and
always meet« with a pleasing recep
tion and much success wherever she
goes
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was exported. The phosphate rock
of South Carolina is practically exhausteo; the Florida deposits have
reached tbeir maximum production;
b The President Takes Sides for Protec the output of the Tennessee deposits
is on the increase, but this field alone
tion and Utilization of Phosphate
would, at the present rate of increase
F
on Public Domain.
in production last only eleven years.
There is some phosphate in Arkansas
k
Washington, Dec., 10 (Special). but it is of low grade: therefore the
F Acting under ill fractions of President large deposits of the public land
k
Roosevelt, the Secretary of the In- States must be depended upon for the
F terior has today withdrawn fr< m greater part of our phosphate in the
k entry selection, and location all future. To insure the utilization of
F public lands in Wyoming, Idaho, and our own deposits in our own country
k Utah believed to contain phosphate ;some means must be devised to pre
F rock, pending appropriate action by vent its shipment to foreign lands.
k Congress. The list of lands with- It would appear that this can be done
F drawn was furnished by the U. S. .only by retaining in the Government
h Geological survey as a result of pre title to all public lands underlain
liminary examination of the field. with phosphate rock, and leasing
) Further work will be undertaken by these lands under terms which will
the Survey as soon as practicable, prohibit exportation.
► looking toward a careful classification
The Secretary of the Interior is
► of the lands in question and the icharged by law with the care, preser
► restoration to agricultural entry of vation, and disposition of the public
► such portions as are found to contain <domain for the benefit of all the
► no phosphate.
]people of the United States; and the
►
This action of the President has rulings
j
of the Supreme Court are to
► been taken largely as the result of the
1
effect that he has full power to
► facts bronght out at the recent meet- jmeet such unexpected contingencies
J ing of the National Conservation <or emergencies as are created by
► Commission in Washington. At this <changed conditions, new discoveries,
► meeting it was shown that, at the <or unforseen happenings. In such
[ present rate of production the known <cases he fortunately has the power to
► available supplv of high grade phos- imake temporary reservations or with
► phate rock in the United States will <drawals of the public domain, with
? last only about fifty years Although $a view to protecting and preserving
same pending the submission of
this western field embraces the largest the
1
area of known phosphate beds in the iinformation to Congress in ord^r that
world, the absolute necessity of util- iit may enact appropriate legislation
izing these deposits for the benefit 1to meet the conditions disclosed.
power has been frequently ex
of the farms of the United States was rThis
.
strongly emphasized.
(ercised during the past forty years, in
Phosphoric acid is one of the three tthe public interests.
In this particular instance, the
substances which must exist in the
soil if the soil is to be productive. It (question is so vital to every citizen
has been shown, as the Jesuit, of cof the United States interested in the
and future agricultural pro
agricultural experiment station work present
]
in Wisconsin, Ohio, and Illinois, that (duction of the country that immediate
in fifty-four years soils of these iaction is necessary.
An executive order of withdrawal,
States, in the cropped areas, have
been depleted of one-third of their $general in its nature like this is
original phosphoric acid. This is iunder the rulings effective from the
moment of the day upon which
equivalent to twenty pounds per acre first
f
annually. Assuming it to be only iit is made and thereafter during the
half this amount, for the four eexistence of the reservation, no valid
hundred million acres of cropped land 1location can be made or claim initi
in the United States it would require «ated. Valid claims initiated firior to
6,000,000 tonR of phosphate rock an- aa withdrawal and maintained by com
nnally to offset this loss, without jpliance in all respects with the law
considering the question of increas- aare not defeated or imparied by such
ing the Agricultural yield above the 8a reservation.
present production.
In 1907 there were 2,265 000 tons
Caustic Balsam cured my wife of
of phosphate rock produced in the
with sore lungs.—J. H.
United States and of this amount distress
c
900.000 tons or about forty per cent 1ANTHONY. Conneaut Lake, Pa.
|

WITHDRAWAL OF WESTERN
PHOSPHATE LANDS.
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MUCH HAY CAUSES
HEAVES.

Heaves is a disease much too com
mon and my observation has led me
to the conclusion that a larger per
centage of farm horses suffer from
i bis malady than in the towns and
cities of our country and t» e reason
for thia is. in mv opinion, due to the
fact that a large number of our farm
ers feed too much bay.
No horse requires more than one
full rfed of hay once in the twentvfour hour*. When farm horses are
working every d«v they are sublet to,
just thi< condition, because they
have not time either at their morn
ing or noon meal to ea* too much
hay but in winter they often stand all
day with hay before them all the
time
A horse to be in perfect health
should have the sromach emptied of
the previous meal for two or three
hours before he is given another. If
sur'h is not the case d’gestion will
not take place in a perfect roann-r,
and disease is 1 kely to result. There
is a remarkable sympathy bet een
the stomach and the longs because of
the fact that the same nerve trunk
supplie' nerve force lo both organs.
When the stomach is deranged from
improper feeding the lungs are liable
to become sympathetically affected
and heaves often result Care should
also be taken that a horse should be
fed no dustv or musty hay. This
dust is as light *s air. and the ho’se
in breathing draws it right into the
lung tissue with every breath, and
this substance, being an irritant, is
very prone to develop the heaves If
no -better hay can be obtained the
dust should be laid by sprinkling
with water when the horse will not
breathe it, but it will be swallowed
with his feed and probably do him no
harm; but when at all possbile only
bright, clean hay, free from dust,
should be fed to horses. Again no
horse is in fit condition fur active
exercise with a stomach distended
with hay, because the stomach situ
ated as It is right behind the lung
jpaoe If full bnlges forward into the

TURF, FARM AND HOME.

chest to such an extent that the lungs
have not room to properly expand,
and cannot perform their functions
properly: and anything that inter
feres with the funct’on of the lungs
predisposes into heaves In many
cases if farmers would feed one-third
less hay to idle horses in the winter
months they would come out in the
spring in better condition and we
would have fewer cases of heaves in
the country than we have at pres
ent.—H. G Reed. V. S.

As to uplifting the farmer, there’s
a powerful lot of sense in the testi
mony of the truck farmer of Me’h'ien
who says the thing most needed in
farm life today is a willingness t
work harder That’s an uplifting
message by itself —Exchange.
Yes. but the harder work should be
with the head as well as with the
hands Plan your work in advance
and then go at it in a systematic
manner.

■ Xtrayim ..
Mol asses I
mixed with grain and by products of
your farm make your OWN molasses E
feed, saving the manufacturers ex
pense? It is cheaper and more effic
ient; reduces your Grain bill and fills
your Milk pail. Is it not worth your
consideration?
Send for booklet, That Tells WHY
SAMUEL DAGGETT, Agent
Waterville
R. F. D. 37

BLACKSMITH SHOP FOR SALE.
Located in a large prosperous village
near B4ngor A large fine shop with
two forge*, and full set of tools. Good
reason lor selling. Possession given at
once. Terms moderate. Apply at once
to PEMBER & CARTER, 202 Ex
change St., Bangor, Maine
2A 29

